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ABSTRACT
V
A specially designed wind tunnel was used to examine the effects of
randomly-arranged parallel plate manipulators (TAPPMs) on a turbulent
boundary-layer structure and the associated dzag. Momentum balances, as
well as measurements of the local shear stress from the velocity
gradient near the wall, were used to obtain the net d_ag and local skin
friction changes. Two TAPPM's, identical except for the thickness of
their plates, were used in the study. Results with .003 H plates were a
maximum net drag reduction of 10% at $8b o (using a momentum balance).
At 2060 , simultaneous laser sheet flow visualization and hot-wire
anemometry data showed that the Reynolds stress in the large eddies was
significantly reduced, as were the streamwise and normal velocity
components. Using space-time correlations the reductions were again
identified. Furthermore, quantitative flow visualization showed that
the outward normal velocity of the inner region was also significantly
decreased in the region around 206 o. However, throughout _ first
13060 , the measured sublayer thickness with the TAPPMs _vlace was
15-20% greater.
On the whole, the data showed that the skin friction, as well as
the structure of the turbulence, was strongly modified in the first
336 o, but that they both significantly relaxed toward unmanipulated
boundary layer values by 5060 .
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CHAFFER 1
INTRODUCTION
During the past thirty years, it has been known that
fully-developed turbulent flows contain coherent flow patterns (often
called eddies) imbedded in what appears to be more random, less
organized ambient fluctuations. The transport resulting from these
organized motions is large compared to that of the "background"
fluctuations, but they are surprisingly difficult to detect (although
there are definable families of such motions). Reasons for the
difficulty in detection include; a) the large variability in the flow
fields they produce; b) the unsteady nature of the motions; and c) the
three-dimensionality of the eddy. Eddies develop, evolve, and decay and
the usual point detecting techniques yield no information about the
point in their development at which they passed over the probe (i.e.,
the probes do not know where in the flow field they are located). These
problems can be alleviated somewhat by using flow visualization to
locate the eddies' positions and to give information about their
histories. Many studies have been made, each with a scheme to detect
and quantify at least one of the coherent motions in the turbulent
boundary layer. No schemes have been able to account for all of the
problems mentioned above, hence experimeatal results have led to varying
interpretations of the role and importance of the coherent motions. The
large eddies of the boundary layer, those identified as being associated
with the large scale outer layer intermittency, have received the most
PAGE 2
attention.
searched for them have found
among investigators. In the
long-time-averaged correlations,
Although all studies ( known to the authors ) that have
them, their relative importance varies
fifties, using spatially separated
Townsend interpreted the large eddies
as weak but important featuzes in controlling transport. In the sixties
and early seventies, using space-time correlations conditionally sampled
to detect the large eddies, many investigators, notably Kovasznay and
Laufer, reinforced earlier guesses, derived from free shear layer
spectral measurements that the strength of these large scale motions was
as hig_ as eighty percent of the total. More recent studies using
simultaneous flow visualization and multiprobe hot-wire anemomet_y to
circumvent some of the problems mentioned above have been made by Falco
and colleagues. These studies have identified two important types of
coherent motions. The large eddies were identified and quantified, with
results showing that they are resvonsible for about one half of the
transport in the outer region. The other coherent motion, which is a
microscale motion, was found to have contributed most of the remaining
transport. The interaction among these scales has also been examined
(Falco, 1983). In brief, the interaction between the large eddies and
the microsc.ale eddies further helps the large eddies to control
transport within the boundary layer, and in particular transport in the
wall region, which is directly relevant to the production of turbulence,
and hence the creation of drag.
Over the past decade interest has been growing in the manipulation
of the large eddies for technological applications. These applications
include turbulent drag reduction, separation delay, and reduction of
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noise and vibration (Bushnell, 1983). Moreover, the shortage of energy
resources (petroleum resources in particular) has increased efforts to
improve the efficiency of transportation systems, particularly aircraft.
Research toward the development of techniques for reducing viscous drag
on aerodynamic bodies has become more and more crucial in recent years.
An example of the magnitude of the viscous drag contribution for
aircraft given by Hefner et al. (1980) indicated that "typical values
of skin friction drag range from 25% of the total drag for supersonic
fighters to 50_ for long-haul transports and 54% for general aviation
executive jets. n
It has been shown that the viscous drag created by turbulence in a
boundary layer can be changed (reduced or increased) by placing a pair
of thin flat ribbons, or airfoil devices, in tandem in the outer part of
the layer. Net drag reductions of more than 7%, in smooth flat plate
turbulent boundary layers, have been reported by the group at NASA
Langley. Another group at the Illinois Institute of Technology reported
the highest net drag reductions, ranging from 10-28% with very slow
relaxation (Plezniak and Nagib, 1985). Most studies at the time of the
initiation of the present work did not extend beyond 70 boundary layer
thicknesses downstream _f the manipulators, therefore, the question of
the duration of the effects had not been addressed. Other studies have
reported local skin friction reductions for about 5560; typically these
investigations did not measure net drag reductions. Attempts made by
NASA Langley researchers to reproduce the results of the IIT group's
larger drag reductions were not successful.
Most of the investigations have used only one method to measure the
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skin friction drag -- either indirect measurements from mcmentum
balance, (e.g., liT group since 19'78, Anders, 1984 and 1985), or direct
measurement using skin friction balance. The results generated by these
independent techniques have not, to date, been compared. In addition to
skin friction balance measurements, Lemay et al. (1985) used a Preston
tube to measure skin friction. Although the universality of the "law of
the wall" might not hold in the manipulated turbulent boundary layers,
they did, however, show similar local wall-friction reduction and
evolution in the manipulated boundary layers. A number of recent
investigations have made direct skin friction measurements (Hefner et
al., 1983; Westphal, 1986; Lynn and Sreenivasan, 1985; Lemay et al..
1985; and Mumford and Savill, 1984). These have all shown similax
reductions, which we will discuss later.
Flow visualization studies at first appeared to show dramatic
changes in the large eddy structure (Corke 1981). However, he (Corke)
used the smoke-wire technique which was first used by Wille (1972,
Cambridge University, unpublished). This technique adequately marks the
boundary of a turbulent flow, but does not give useful information in
the interior. Marking the boundary can be very misleading when the
plate wakes are present (Falco 1983). Volume smoke marking does give
good detail about the interior structure, but requires a tunnel that can
exhaust the contaminant, which has usually not been available. It was
used by Mumford and Savill (1984) to study modifications made by various
manipulator plate and rod combinations. Their studies were at very low
Reynolds n_ber and only qualitative. The primary difficulty with
visual studies at very low Reynolds numbers is that there isn't adequate
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separation between the two dominant coherent motions; one of which is
the large eddies and the other the microscale eddies (see Falco 1977).
At the Reynolds nm_bers present in aircraft operation, the scales would
be well separated. Thus, it was not possible to determine whether a
particular scale was being significantly altered, and therefore, largely
responsible for the overall drag changes.
Thus, in two important areas the research on turbulence
manipulation by tandem outer layer plates needs additional work: 1)
simultaneous measurement of local and net skin friction changes--to
determine the effects of three-dimensionality (inherent in all tunnels)
on two-dimensional momentum balance estimates; and 2) quantitative
volume flow visualization combined with quantitative measurements of the
observed flow structures. A third aspect, the downstream extent of the
modifications, or the relaxation time of the boundary layer, also needed
study. This is a report of experiments designed to fill these gaps.
For the drag measurement, we used a local technique--direct measurement
of the local mean velocity gradient near the wall--to complement our
drag mea_ur ements made using a momentum balance. To uncover the
mechanistic changes we used simultaneous flow visualization and hot-wire
anemometry to conditionally sample the large eddies both with and
without the manipulators. This technique enabled us to compare changes
in the scale presumed to be responsible for the changes in drag. To
determine the downstream extent of the effects, we designed a wind
tunnel that allowed both of the above objectives to be met, and allowed
measurements to be made over more than 150 50.
The manipulator configuration used in the present research was
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close to one arrived at through optimization trials conducted at NASAby
Anders, Befner and Bushnell (1979)0 and lit by Corke (1981). Ou_
initial objective was to set up a known drag reducing confisurationo
confirm by a momentum balance that we had achieved it° and then p_oceed
with the objectives mentioned above.
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fEAFfER 2
DESCRIFYION OF EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND TECHNIQUES
2.1 Facilities
This chapter presents a discussion of the experimental apparatus
and techniques used for data acquisition and reduction.
2.1.1 Wind Tunnel
Preliminary studies were performed in the 2' x 4' x 24' low-speed
boundary layer wind tunnel in the Turbulence Structure Laboratory (TSL)
at M._chigan State University. The inability to study layers
sufficiently thick to determine changes in the turbulence structure,
while at the same time develop a boundary layer whose length was a
sufficient nmnber of boundary layer thicknesses to explore relaxation
lengths, led to the design and construction of a new boundary layer
tunnel with a test section 56' long by 4' wide and nominally 2 t high.
The top and one side wall a_'e made of 3/8" plexiglass to allow
visualization from both directions. The top wall is adjustable to
produce different pressure gradients if necessary. For the present
experiments, the top wall was diverged .25 degrees over the entire test
section length. The bottom and the second side wall are made from 3/4"
thick plywood. These walls are sanded so that they are hydraulically
smooth and painted black for background flow visualization purposes.
Special attention was paid to the fit and smoothness of the joints
between each 8 foot section. The tunnel is of the open-circuit suction
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type. It is positioned in the center of a 60' x 100' x 20' laboratory
area, which act s as the return circui t for high-qual ity probe
measurements. The suction is provided by a low-noise axial fan (Chicaso
Blower Corporation, 44x/_ e' diameter, wg, Class 1, with a 10 HP, 1200 RPM
TEFC 3/60/230-460, T-FRAME electric motor). The speed is kept constant
using an Eaton Model 4000 eddy current speed controller. The fan is
located between a 2:1 axial diffuser, and the 2:1 radial diffuser.
Flexible joints reduce transmission of vibration from the fan assembly
to the test section. For flow visualization experiments, the radial
diffuser can be exchanged with an axial diffuser which connects to an
exhaust section that ultimately smpties outside into the atlosphere,
allowing the continuous flow of the smoke visualization marker (for
further details of this technique see Falco 1980). The exit section
consists of a wind-baffled passage which was built outside the
laboratory. It contains a 1/2" x 6" Hex-cell honeycomb, followed by a
fine Brid screen attached to one end of the exit section. This
combination of honeycomb and screen in the exit section reduces _he
possible effects of atmospheric wind pressure variations on the flow in
the test section. BUNA-N rubber seals are used along the entire test
section to allow the experiments with oil-fog contaminants, and a destBn
which will allow future extension or modification of the wind tunnel
test section divergence or general shape.
The lower wall of the tunnel was used as the test plate. It had
adjustable bracing every 4 feet along its length to allow accurate
adjustment and leveling of the test wall. This wall is carefully
adjusted horizontally to a flatness within 0.001 inch per foot in both
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streamwise and spanwise directions. Figure 2.1 is a schematic of the
wind tunnel.
2.1.2 MeasurementStations, Probe Support, Traverse Mechanism, and
Positioning Instrument (Cathetometer)
The test wall downstream of the manipulators was divided into 10
stations. The distance between stations was nonuniform. The nonuniform
spacing resulted from an iterative procedure in which preliminary
results of velocity measurements and flow visualization were assessed
and additional data stations were added to obtain the resolution needed
to allow a curve fit of the momentum thickness variations in the region
of relaxation. The final positions between test stations represent the
minimum number thought necessary to obtain accurate drag measurements
under the test conditions in our tunnel. The distances of these
stations from the leading edge of the test plate are shown in Figure
2.2. The boundary layer grew to approximately 10 inches at the last
test station on the test wall. This very thick boundary layer allowed
hot-wire measurements as close as one wall unit (y+ = 1) before heat
transfer effects became important. To this end, a two-stage trav,Jrse
mechanism (for movement normal to the wall) was designed. The first
stage (one inch travel) was provided by a digital micrometer with
±0.0001 inch accuracy. After the first inch the second stage of travel
was provided by a larger traverse mechanism with 12 inch capacity but
lower resolution. To use this stage, the first micrometer was locked
and the probe was moved higher by the second part of the mechanism up
the center line of the tunnel into the freestream. All y (normal to the
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test plate) movementsof the probe were done manually. In order to keep
the direction of probe travel perpendicular to the test wall and uniform
for all the stations a liquid level was mounted onto the moving part of
the traverse mechanism body and adjusted for each station. The traverse
mechanism was mounted and rigidly fixed to 9 *' x 8"x 3/8" aluminum plates
attached to the outside part of the test wall (floor of the wind tunnel)
for each test station. The support of the probe was a 3/8" 0.D., 1/4"
I.D., 18"-long aluminum tube. The tube passed through a 3/g"-diameter
hole in the test wall, and its lower end was fixed to the moving part of
the mechanism. When a station was not in use, the holes were carefully
plugged and smoothed to eliminate roughness. The sensing portion of the
probe was always positioned 10 inches upstream of the supporting rod, in
order to avoid any possible interference with the flow field under
mea sur ement.
A measurement of the closest position of the sensor to the test
wall was carefully made using a short-range telescope (cathetometer).
This instrument was used to find a reference point to compare the
readings from the t_averse mechanism and to obtain the actual distance
of the probe fxom the wall. The cathetometer is capable of measuring
the vertical distance within 0.01 mm with an error of ±0.001 ram. Thus
the probe could be positioned, for all the stations of the test wall, as
close as y+ = 1 above the test wall surface. This allowed the velocity
in the sublayer of the turbulent
measured. This data allowed
drag to be made.
boundaz 7 layer under survey to be
a second independent measurement of the
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2.1.3 Tunnel Inlet
In order to achieve a high quality, two-dimensional, low turbulence
intensity flow on the tunnel wall and, particularly, to avoid
Taylor-G_rtler vortices on the test wall, the decision was made not to
use a traditional contraction for the inlet of the tunnel. Based on
tests at low-velocity (less than 20 ft/sec) in a similar tunnel a flow
management system was constructed. This consisted of a high precision 4
mm Hex-cell honeycomb (Figures 2.3 and 2.4) along with a series of fine
mesh aluminmn screens fitted in a section with the same area as the test
section (contraction area ratio 1:1). A series of iterations with the
distance and nrnnber of screen arrangements were made. For each
iteration, smoke-wire flow visualizations and turbulence intensity
measurements at various downstream stations were made. The final
configuration of the inlet was obtained after a period of 6 months. The
tunnel inlet adjustments were based on the work of Loehrke and Nagib
(1977), and of de Bray (1967). A range of turbulence intensities
(0.1-0.25%) for velocities 5-20 fps were obtained. The final inlet
configuration is shown in Figure 2.5. Using this simple inlet
configuration a large amount of spac_ and design and construction effort
was saved. Between 1/3 and 1/2 of the mass flux otherwise needed is
saved (reducing tunnel size and fan, motor and power requirements).
Furthermore, the installation of a plate and the associated support
equipment is avoided. Streamwise vortices have also been observed to
emerge from contractions quite far above the boundary layers. These
might be associated with Taylor-G_rtler vortices (Smith, 1955,
Schlichting0 1979), generated on the concave surfaces of a contraction,
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or as a result of nonuniformities generated in the contracting flow.
Furthermore, an unsteadiness associated with separation in contractions
is avoided. Use of the tunnel wall also avoids problems with the strong
corner vortices resulting from the three-dimensional separated region
and the resulting horseshoe vortex that is created at the plate/wall
junction.
Two different screen arrangements were used for the experiments.
The first consisted of a stack of 44 screens almost touching one another
followed by a precision hex-cell honeycomb with 3/16" cells measuring 3"
long (Cynamld, Blomingdale division, Havre De Grace, MD). Figure 2.3
shows the honeycomb with the carefully cut ends. The second inlet
configuration, which was used for the final experiments, is also a
combination of 6 screens of the same quality used in the original inlet
arrangement but with different spacings between screens. This set of
screens is followed by a honeycomb of the same precision with another
screen placed downstream from it (Figure 2.5). The flow management
section is made to allow modifications by either increasing or
decreasing the number of screens for different turbulence intensity
levels of the tunnel flow. The turbulence intensity level at the
nominal test velocity (3 m/sac) (at several stations) is shown in Figure
2.6 for both configurations. Additional qualifying measurements are
discussed below.
2.1.4 Exit Diffusers
The second stage of the diffuser (aft of the fan) was designed to
be removable, allowing either a radial or axial configuration to be
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installed. The axial diffuser was also used to discharge the smoke
contaminated air resulting from flow visualization into the atmosphere
outside the laboratory building. The radial diffuser was used when
highest quality probe measurements were required and flow visualization
was not being performed. Each diffuser was mounted on a supporting
structure with four rollers. This roller arrangement provided the
convenience of exchanging the two diffusers with minimal effort. The
radial diffuser, which had been tested on the Lagrangian Wind Tunnel
(LWT) in the Turbulence Structure Laboratory, has an area ratio of 2:1
(exit to inlet area). The axial diffuser also has a 2:1 area ratio
(Figure 2.1).
2.2 Experimental Apparatus
The techniques and instrumentation used are described below.
2.2.1 Static Pressure Probes
In order to measure the variation of static pressure along the test
wall, static pressure taps were flush mounted every 48 inches along the
center line of the test wall. These pressure taps were designed
according to Shaw's (1960) suggestion, and accurately machined from a
0.25n-diameter aluminum rod. The sensing hole of these taps had a
0.125" diameter. They were connected to 0.25" I.D. clear Tygon tubes
24" long (plugged when not in use). The static pressure was also
measured using a i/8"-diameter static L-shaped pressure probe (United
Sensor PSC-12, 1/8", with four 1/32" holes) which was mounted on a
movable support. The probe was positioned one inch (= 8d) above the
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test wall surface and 12_ upstream of its support. The probe was also
used to measure the static pressure for spanwise Preston tube
experiments, as explained in Section 2.2.2. The results obtained from
the static wall taps were in excellent agreement with those obtained
using the static pressure probe.
2.2.2 Travel ins Preston Tube
In order to examine the two-dimensionality of the flow on the test
wsll the arrangement of a total pressure probe resting on the wall end
the above mentioned static pressure probe was used. This arrangement of
pressure probes, which is a modified version of the well-known Preston
tube (_.H. Preston, 1954) with V.C, Petal's (1965) design version, was
employed to measure the shear stress on the test wall. The measurmHnts
were made across the span of the test wall by moving the Preston tube,
which was attached to a traverse mechanism with 36" travel. The sensor
part of the probe was 12" upstream of the support thus avoiding any
disturbance in the measurement. A schematic of the probe appears in
Figure 2.8. In order to calibrate the Preston tube, the shear stresses
(_w), were estimated from Clauser plots based on Colas' 1968 "law of
wall" constants. The probe was only used in the u_anipulated turbulent
boundary layer. The present calibration data were plotted on the
empirical calibration curve (refer to Figure 3.2). The calibration
relation _wdZp/4p 2 = F(dPpd2p/4_t z) was suggested by Preston. The
results of the above calculations were in good agreement with the
curve-fit suggested by Petal (1985) for a much wider range of data.
Therefore, the same curve-fit was used as the calibration of the present
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measurements.
2.4.1.
Further calculation procedures are discussed in Section
2.2.3 Boundary Layer Manipulators and Tripping Device
The manipulator device used was a tandem-arranged parallel plate
manipulator (referred to hereafter by its acronym 'TAPPM'). It
consisted of two plates of the same thickness. Two different plate
thicknesses were employed during this research. For the first TAPPM,
the plates were 48" x 3" • 0.03"; the second set had the same dimensions
except for plate thickness which was 0.003 °, . The first set was made of
stainless steel shim stock, and the second set of manipulator plates
were blue tempered spring steel shim stock (Type C-1095 from DE.STA. CO).
These thin plates were clamped between two blocks of steel outside of
the tunnel. The blocks were used for holding the TAPPM plates at the
desired height above the test wall. Tension in the TAPPM plates was
provided by an adjustable mechanism located outside the tunnelWs
vertical walls. In order to keep a uniform tension in the manipulator
plates for different runs, a strain gage was mounted at the far end of
each of the plates. The strain in the plates under tension was measured
by a VISHAY electronic strain indicator. In this manner tension in the
plates could be monitored and kept constant throughout the entire
experimental procedure. There was no evidence of any vibration of the
TAPPMs. This was confirmed by steady--non-moving--reflection observed
from a light shining on the surface of the TAPPMs. These tests were
conducted for 5, 10.5, and 15 fps freestream velocities in the tunnel.
The non-dimensional geometry of these manipulators was similar to the
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configuration suggested by Corke (1981) (refer to Figure 2.2).
The boundary layer flow was tripped by placing a .0625" (1.588 rim)
diameter threaded rod at • = 19.5" (49.5 cm) from the leading edge of
the test wall. Sand paper was also tried in the preliminary tests but
resulted in larger spanwise nonuniformlties of the Preston tube
measurements and was abandoned in favor of the better defined transition
position provided by the threaded rod. The leadlng edge referred to in
this experiment is the downstream edge of the honeycomb whore it
attaches to the test section. Note that all the streamwlse distances
referred to are from this reference point.
2.2.4 Hot-wire Anemometry and the Data Acquisition System
2.2.4.1 Single Wire Hot-wire Probe
Most of the velocity profile measurements were made with a single
wire mounted perpendicular to the flow and parallel to the wall (called
a U-wire). The axis of this wire was in the z direction (refer to
Figure 2.2 for the coordinate system used throughout this study). It
was made from 5 _um tungsten wire, with 30 jim sleeves. The active length
was 1R and the sleeves were I---. The sleeves were soldered to broaches
that extended 20_ in front of their epoxy supporting base. U-wires
were used for near-wall mean velocity and intensity measurements and
sometimes for overall velocity and intensity profiles. In every case
the U-wire was calibrated before a measurement and this calibration was
checked after each measurement.
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2.2.4.2 Twin X-wire Probe
A four-element hot-wire array was employed to measure streamwise
and normal velocity components at two points. This array consisted of
two x-wire probes. The two x-wire probes were independently mounted on
a 3/8"-diemeter aln_inum rod using similar fixtures which allowed for
the adjustment of x-wire number one with respect to x-wire number two
(Figure 2.9) which was held stationary. These fixtures were mounted to
the traverse mechanism allowing adjustment perpendicular to the test
wall. These probes, as well as the U-wires, were fabricated in the
Turbulence Structure Laboratory at Michigan State University.
The twin x-w/re probe is shown in Figure 2.9. Each wire of the
x-wire probe was in the x-y plane, enabling measurement of the
streamwise velocity component 'u', the component in the y direction 'v',
and, therefore, the product of the fluctuations (the instantaneous
Reynolds Stress u'v').
The twin x-probes were used at two stations downstream of the TAPPM
location. The geometry of their relative positions is shown in Figure
2.9. The four element hot-wire probe was operated using four DISA type
55M10 constant temperature standard bridge anemometers. The four
anemometer signals were digitized by a simultaneous sample and hold 12
bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter and stored on a 10mb RL02 disc
connected to a DEC PDP11/23 microcomputer. The four anemometer signals
were simultaneously sampled and then digitized. In addition,
experiments using simultaneous hot-wire anemometry and flow
visualization were performed using the technique similar to that
discussed in detail by Falco (1980), Lovett (1982), and Signor (1982).
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For this experiment a more powerful laser light source was used (a
Copper Vapor Laser with 40 watts at 314 nm and 578 nm). (This laser
power is five times greater than the Argon Ion laser used by the three
researchers mentioned above thus the flow visualization was clearer and
provided better resolution, allowing more accurate visual information to
be obtained).
2.2.5 Flattened Pitot-tube
The first part of the velocity survey was conducted using a
flattened Pitot-tube (shown in Figure 2.10). The pitot-tubo was
conatructed in the TSL shop. A wall tap which was usually located below
the tip of the total pressure tube, was used to measure static pressure.
The results wore checked against a United Sensor Pitot static tube
(PSC-12, 1/4 m) with very very consistent test results. The difference
between the total pressure tube and the wall tap was used for our
velocity profiles which were made alon8 the center line of the test
wall. The total pressure tube was mounted on the same traverse
mechanism used for hot-wire anemometry. Several Pitot tube displacement
corrections were applied to the data obtained from near the wall.
Little difference was found; in light of the insignificance of those
empirical corrections no correction in Pitot static tube measurements
was made.
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2.2.6 Flow Visualization
2.2.6.1 Smoke Fog
The volume flow marking technique used in this work provides good
detail within the turbulence but requires a wind tunnel that is "open
return". A sheet of laser light was used for definition of the side
view of the flow field. The boundary layer was visualized by
introducing a fog of oil droplets (droplet diameters ranged from .5 _ to
5 _) into the flow through a closely spaced row of holes in the test
wall located at • = 13.5". A small overpressure was used so that the
laminar boundary layer above the holes remained stable. The laminar
boundary layer with the oil fog in the lower part was then tripped. The
turbulent boundary layer resulting from this process was almost
completely filled with the oil fog (hereafter referred to as smoke).
This visualization technique and its use with hot-wire anemometry is
explained by Falco (1980). The side view of the flow, along with the
counter (LED clock) which displayed the number of digitized data points
from the hot-wire array being stored in the computer, was recorded by a
LOCAM high-speed 16 mm pin registered movie camera on 7250 Kodak film.
This data was used to conditionally sample signals corresponding to the
large eddies in both regular and manipulated turbulent boundary layers.
2.2.6.2 Smoke-Wire
This technique is also well known (refer to Corke et al (1977) for
a complete description of the technique). A stainless steel wire of .04
mm diameter was used with a manually-controlled variable DC power
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supply. Three 1000-watt floodlishts were used as the light source with
the 16 mmRed Lake Locam movie camera and Kodak 7250 Video News Film,
mentioned above, to record the visualization data at two stations (x --
210 n and x = 520").
2.2.6.3 Titanium Tetrachlorida (TIC14) Studies
Titanium tatrachloride (TIC14) is very difficult to usa because it
is extremely corrosive to metals and the resultin$ fumes are danserous
to laboratory personnel. Its use in transient flow visualization.
howover, is of groat value. TiCI 4 was used in three different
experiments: 1) to observe the possible separation of the flow on the
surface of the TAPPMs, 2) to provide evidence of the coherence and
persistence of coherence of the TAPPM wakes, and 3) to study the mass
transport and lift-up of the fluid from the sublayer into the onter
region of the boundary layer downstream of the TAPPM device and compare
it to the unmanipulated boundary layer. The use and safet7 aspects of
the technique are discussed by Freymuth et al. (1953).
2.3 Experimental Procedure
All three phases of the experimental procedure,
tunnel preparation, are discussed in this section.
includins the
2.3.1 Visual Data Acquisition
After the main structure of the wind tunnel was built, a series of
smoke fog flow visualization tests were conducted in order to check
possible leaks. The first step was to run the tunnel fan at a ve T low
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speed, which produced a steady one foot/sec freestream velocity in the
test section. The boundary layer that developed over the entire length
of the test wall (56 feet) was laminar. This could be seen by observing
the smoke, which remained stable and attached to the test wall from x =
13.5 _ where it was introduced into the boundary layer, to the end of the
test section (x = 672"). This was a candidate for the longest laminar
boundary layer ever produced in a laboratory and showed the quality of
the rectilinearity of the flow that was created. During this experiment
no serious leaks were detected. At higher speeds, up to 20 ft/sec,
smoke was used to detect possible leaks close to the joints of the
sections from outside the tunnel. Observation of the flow through the
clear plexiglass walls of the test section made this detection proceduze
possible. This technique was used until all the leaks were sealed. The
inlet configuration (Figure 2.4) was used on the tunnel during this
phase of the work. Based on a rough estimate of turbulence intensity
(0.8%) by hot-wire anemometry the tunnel was used for the next task: to
examine the pressure gradient, the two-dlmensionallty of the flow, and,
eventually, the velocity survey of the test wall.
2.3.1.1 Tunnel Preparation by Visualization
It was later found that the turbulence intensity level could still
be improved by removal and rearrangement of the screens in the inlet box
frame. The screen box, 6 inches in length, was replaced by one 30
inches in length. This allowed flexibility in the rearrangement of
screens so that the number of screens and the distance between screens
could be easily altered. A series of smoke-wire visualizations for each
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arrangement was conducted. For each modification a series of still 35
millimeter photos was taken and studied. It took a period of more than
six months to obtain a reasonable improvement in the turbulence
intensity of the flow in the freestream region. The final configuration
is shown in Figure 2.5. The mesh and cell size of the screens and
honeycomb is provided in Section 2.1.3. An example of the smoke-wire
visualization of the freestream and the boundary layer flow at station A
(x -" 240 _) is provided in Figure 2.7.
A very interesting phenomenon was observed near the center line of
the tunnel when smoke was being introduced continuously into the
tunnelts core region. Careful real-time visual observation of the sloke
streaklines showed an apparent 'jumping _ of these lines which left the
impression that a new problem in the tunnel had been encountered, Note
that this could not be detected by the 35ram still photos. The
high-speed films were taken at two stations (x = 240 n and x = $20 n).
For U_ = 10.5 ft./sac, the 16ram film, framing at 100 frames/sac.,
showed that passage of t'large eddies _w in the bottom and the top wall
boundary layers of the tunnel were responsible for this phenomenon.
men a large eddy was in view on the bottom wall boundary layer a
'bending w was observed in the streaklines in the potential region of the
flow. This distortion had a finite amplitude at the centerline of the
tunnel. This phenomenon was amplified when a valley between two large
eddies on the top boundary layer was present. This result was more
clearly seen in the 16ram films taken at x = 520 n station because the
boundary layers of both the top and the bottom were somewhat thicker at
this station (boundary layer thickness, 6 = 8" at x = 520_). The
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amplitude of this wavy movement of the streak lines was
found to be on the order of 0.01-0.02 boundary layer thickness.
2.15 shows an example of the phenomenon. Thus, it was concluded
measured and
Figure
that,
the apparent unsteadiness was not due to the wind tunnel fan but to the
passage of the large eddies in the turbulent boundary layer. The
observations also clearly showed that the boundary layers on opposing
walls always had a well defined irrotational region between them even at
the 520 N station.
2.3.1.2 TAPPM Wake and Wall-Layer Visualization
As discussed in Section 3.3.1 below, the results of the velocity
profile survey, in the relaxation region of the skin drag, combined with
known results of low Reynolds nmnber airfoil stall characteristics led
to a suspicion that the flow around the TAPPM's was separated. To
obtain a definitive answer regarding the separation around these plates
a series of flow visualizations using TiC14 as the flow marker was
conducted. The visualization experiment was performed at three spanwise
locations on both plate suzfaces of the TAPPM (U_o = 5, 10.5, and 15
fps), (drag tests were performed at a nominal 10 fps). Examination of
more than 200 snapshots of these experiments did not show any evidence
of separation (see Figure 2.17).
A series of TAPPM wake and
station A (_ = 20) were conducted.
quantifiable and resulted in conclusive
correlation of drag reduction and the
turbulent boundary layer.
wall layer flow visualizations at
These visualization experiments were
findings in terms of the
structural changes in the
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A volome of % cc TiC14 was applied, using a $cc syringe for each
39-frame roll of film taken (the syringes became plugged after each
application and were not used again), along a line that always started
at the same x-position. For each case (manipulated and regular boundary
layer) snapshots were taken at intervals of 0.5 second. For each run a
fresh strip of TIC14 (70 cm by 1 cm) was laid on the test wall under
similar overall conditions. The experiments were recorded on 35ran films
(Kodak Tri-X pan, ISO 400) and later were qnantized on the film
analyzer. An estimate of the difference in mass transport from sublayer
region into the outer region for the two cases of manipulated and
regular turbulent boundary layers was obtained. The difference in the
level of sublayer fluid lifted up and ingested into the outer layer was
correlated with the changes in Cf for the two boundary layer oases.
Figure 2.11 sires the dimensions and the geometry of the region under
investigation in this experiment. The portion of the films of the flow
field which was quantized appears in the central portion of the view.
After a series of similar trials the last rolls of film, which contained
39 frames in each case, were selected for final data acquisition and
analysis. Twenty six data points (y values) were measured from each
frame. These values represent the hiKhest points that the marked
sublayer fluid reached into the outer region. The distance between the
two points selected for measuring y values (from wall surface to the top
boundary of the marker) was based on the smallest sized structures
observed in the flow in this region. In this manner each eddy structure
seen in the flow, on the average, had two y values in the data obtained
from these films. In each case 1014 y-values were recorded. These
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values were statistically analyzed using a TSL program called RA_]IS
which created an equal interval histogram and used the mean and standard
deviation of the sample to fit a theoretical distribution over the
histogram. The histogram and the theoretical distribution were plotted
using a routine called RATPLT on the TSL computer. Final results of
thia part of the experiment will be discussed in Section 3.3.1.
2.3.1.3 Wall Layer "Pocket Module" Event Visualization
Flow visualization of the footprint of the bursting process, which
creates a "pocket" of high speed fluid in the sublayer, was performed at
the station (x = 340" (8.64 m)) where the local skin friction Cfo (baaed
on the momentum balance calculation) showed the largest change due to
manipulation of the boundary layer. This technique was used by Falco
(1980) and Lovett (1982). The experiment consisted of the introduction
of smoke through a shallow angle slit in the test wall, which provided a
de nse sh ee t of smoke on
occurrence of the "pockets".
z-direction with a 0.07"
injection angle of 9 degrees.
the wall in the x-z plane, to mark the
The slit was 12 in. (30.5 cm) long in the
(1.18 ram) gap in the y direction and an
Imme di ately downstream from the sl it
smoke was highly concentrated in the region of the boundary layer very
close to the test wall surface. As the turbulent motions of the smoke
free region above the wall enter the smoke-filled wall region at the
Surface their interaction is demonstrated by a "footprint". This
footprint is referred to by Falco (1980) as the "pocket module" (also
refer to Lovett, 1982). These footprints were illuminated using two
300-watt floodlights mounted above the tunnel shining on the test wall,
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and were photographed using the Locam16 m high-speed movie camera (500
frames/sac.). Because of the narrow depth of field of the f/.95 lens
determination of the correct y plane to focus on for the sharpest image
of the pocket was accomplished by trial and error.
2.3.2 Mean Velocity and Combined Hot-wire and Laser Visual
Data Acquisition Systems
The first mean velocity profile data sets taken with the thicker
TAPPM device (TAPPM Me. 1, 48" • 3" • 0.03", in Experiment I) in place
were collected using the flat Pitot-tube probe discussed in Section
2.2.5. This probe was made of a 3/8" diameter copper tube. The static
probe part of this Pitot-tube was chosen to be the wall static pressure
tap nearest to the tip of the total pressure probe (a schematic of this
probe appears in Figure 2.10). The velocity profile voltages collected
for this part of the experiment with TAPPM No. 1 were manually recorded
from a digital voltzeter, then, using Bernoulli's equation, the
corresponding velocities were calculated. These velocity profile data
were later manually typed into a preformatted file and processed on the
TSL computer to obtain the mean velocity profiles and their integral
parameters. This program and procedure is discussed below. The steps
in processing and plotting the various graphs of these profiles are
shown in Figure 2.12.
An MKS Baratron, .01 TORR resolution, pressure transducer was used
to measure pressures. Pressure related to voltages were averaged by a
DISA integrator on the 100 second range; i.e. for each y position of
the Pitot-tube probe the pressure transducer signal was time averaged
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over a 100 second period. The instantaneous slgnals were monitored on
an oscilloscope. Final averaged voltages were recorded from the TSI
dlgltal voltmeter and converted to velocities via the Bernoulli_s
equation. They were then interactively typed into a data file to be
processed by a computer command file program called CALANL. The
function this program performs is shown in Figure 2.12.
The next set of velocity profiles was obtained using a single
u-wige hot-wire probe. This time the thinner TAPPM (TAPPM No. 2, 48" x
3 N • 0.003") was used to manipulate the turbulent boundary layer, the
hot-wire was used in order to obtain accurate information as close to
the wall as possible and to obtain turbulence intensities.
The final mean velocity profile and rns fluctuation data were
obtained using a constant temperature DISA hot-wlre anemometer. Two TSI
digital voltmeters were used to record the mean and rms fluctuations of
the velocity profiles. The hot-wlre was callbrated in the same wind
tunnel before and after each velocity profile data collection. The
hot-wlre callbratlon consisted of collecting simultaneous average
voltages from the hot-wise and pressure readings from the pressure
transducer. The final velocity profile and respective hot-wire
calibration data were collected using the two TSI digital voltmeters, a
single hot-wire probe with a DISA 55M10 constant temperature anemometer,
an MIlS Baratron model 146H-0.1 pressure transducer, and a lreithly
digital voltmeter.
The experiments using the twin x-wire probe array, and those which
involved using the array combined with simultaneous visual data
collection, required more sophisticated data acquisition. The signals
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from the twin-x-wire probe were digitized using a simultaneous
sample-and-hold 125 KHz analog to digital converter (hereafter referred
to as "the A/D"), and a PDP-11/23 DEC computer, using the RT-11
operating system. The computer (hereafter referred to as "the data
acquisition computer") had an RL02 disk drive for mass storage. The MKS
Baratron pressure transducer (mentioned above) was used for calibration.
A Plasma Kinetic 40 Watt Copper Vapor laser was used to produce a sheet
of light parallel to the flow, normal to the wall, and in the plane of
the probe array. Melles Griot cylindrical lenses and mirrors were used
to produce the laser sheet which was 1/8 'w thick. Figure 2.16 is a
schematic of the optical arrangement used for this part of the
experiment, A digital counter (hereafter referred to as "the LED
clock", or "counter"), triggered by the computer, registered a change
for every digitized data point. This was recorded on the 16n,w film
simultaneously with the smoke-filled bounder 7 layer. In addition, the
hot-wire probe data was recorded by the data acquisition computer and
stored on the RL02 disk. Each realization took 4.91 seconds, was
separated into three portions, and was later saved in three separate
data files. For each portion the LED clock was reset by the computer
and indicated the changes in each separate portion of hot-wire data.
The total time of data recording for each final case (regular or
manipulated boundary layer) was 49.1 seconds.
The following equipment was used to record the structures in the
flow passing the probe when the twin-x-wire was in use: 1) four DISA
$$M10 constant anemometers, 2) the MKS Betatron pressure transducer and
two TSI digital voltmeters, 3) the Keithly digital voltmeter, 4) the
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smokegenerator, and 5) the Redlake Locam high-speed movie camera (wit_
the same lens at f/.95 and 16rob Kodak 7250 fllm). The two x-wire probes
were calibrated using the standard TSL procedure (see Lovett, 1982).
Two computers, an LSI-11/25+ with 1.0 _ memory running RSX-11M, and a
Digltal Equipment Corporation VAX running under the V_S, (Version 4.0)
operating system were used for processing the data collected in this
part of the experiment. A diagram of the main instrumentation and
computer network appears in Figure 2.14.
2.4 Data Reduction and Analysls
Several te©hnlqnes and experimental procedures used are
in the order of performance of the experiments.
de scribe d
2.4.1 Streamwlse Pressure Gradient and Skin Friction Data
An important objective of the tunnel design was to achieve a
streamwlse zero pressure gradient on the test wall in a two-dlmenslonal
tuzbulent boundary layer without having to resort to an expensive
jack-supported structure. The axlal pressuLre gradient and spanwlse
uniformity of the tunnel design, with no contraction, and the 1/4 degree
dlvexgenco was tested via a series of pressure measurements in
streamwlse and spenwise directions. The streamwise pressure
measurements were conducted by recording the pressure difference between
a reference static pressure wall tap (located at • = 25.5 in. (0.65 m)
downstream of the leadlng edge of the test wall) and other static
pzesaure taps located 48 in. apart along the center llne of the test
wall. Each measurement was taken fox a period of 100 seconds and was
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time-averaged with the DISA integrator
measurements were conducted using the
probe. No significant differences in
described above. The same
United Sensor static pressure
the pressure readings were
observed. Thus the quality of information from the 1/8" static pressure
taps was confirmed. These pressure readings were substituted into
Bernoulli's equation then non-dtmensionalized to obtain dCp/dx =
2dp/pUa, 2 per foot. The streamwise pressure gradient of the flow in the
tunnel will be discussed in Section 3.1.1.
Spanwise skin friction variation measurements were conducted using
the movable Preston tube (Preston, 1954) described above. The pressure
readings were again time-averaged by the DISA integrator for 100 second
periods. This information was substi tut ed into Patel ' s 1965
calibration. The calibration held for total pressure tubes with d/D =
0.6, where d is the inner diameter and D is the outer diameter of the
total pressure tube used in the Preston tube probe. The diameter D of
the total head tube was always less than the thickness of the
logarithmic layer of the boundary layers (D _ 0.1g) under survey (refer
to Preston, 1934). The shear stress at the wall and the local skin
friction coefficient Cf were obtained using the calibration equations,
x • = logxo(pdPdZ/4p 2) (which for our range of data resulted basically in
the number 4.4 _ x e _ 4.7 for several stations under investigation) and
ye = 0.8287 - .13Six e + 0.1437(xe) 2 - 0.006(x*) z, (where ye is defined
2
as lOgxo ('Cwd pl4p*)).
2.4.2 Mean Velocity Profile Data
Mean velocity profile data for the thicker TAPPM (the first set of
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boundary layer velocity profiles) was calculated by hand from measured
voltages using Bernoulli's equation. Further non-dimensionalization and
plotting of the results were performed on the TSL computer (operated
under the RSX-11M operating system). The mean and rms of velocity
profile data of the thinner TAPPM experiment were processed using
calibration and data reduction algorithms of the TSL. The single
hot-wire was calibrated before and after the actual velocity profile
data acquisition period (which was usually about 4 hours when data was
collected with digital voltmeters). The temperature variations during
this period were less than ±0.3Oc. When the data was digitized by the
A/D it took one hour to collect data for each complete velocity profile
(which consisted of $0 probe positions). In this manner, potential
variations of probe calibration, over the course of the measurements,
could be accounted for. No noticeable variations due to drifting were
obtained throughout the course of the experiments. Both sets of
velocity profiles were analyzed and processed in the same manner using a
nmber of computer programs which are s=mmarized in Figure 2.12. The
boundary layer parameters, obtained from velocity profiles, were
determined from both sets of data to obtain the net skin drag and wall
friction coefficient (Cf) and their variations along the center line of
the test wall for the regular and manipulated boundary layers. Each
profile consisted of 30 discrete data points, spaced normal to the test
wa11, which resulted result in high resolution near the wall and at the
outer edge (to allow the sublayer edge and the overall boundary layer
thickness to be accurately defined). In spite of this approach, it was
considered valuable to smooth the velocity profiles by hand using the
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following procedure: The data was plotted (y vs U) by computer on a
large sheet of graph paper (approximately 32 cm by 150 cm). Then, using
a large french curve, sets of 5 to 10 points at a time were fitted on a
curved line. In cases of a bad fit of a point to the curve, the
velocity of that particular point was changed to fit the smooth curve.
In cases where a deviation from a smooth curve in the velocity profile
was observed the relative velocity difference was never more than 1% at
any particular position. The smoothed profile was replotted and the
data processing was continued on the computer. Profiles were taken at
the streamwise stations shown in Figure 2.2.
The data from each _rofile were displayed on a series of plots
which are described as follows: (1) y vs U for the data points which
were very close to the surface of the test wall (0.0 to 0.1" (2.54 ram)).
There were, on average, 10 data points in this graph which could
normally be fitted on a straight line. This line, for most of the
profiles, would pass through the origin of the axis (y vs U). In some
cases the line did not pass through zero (origin) and the error in
reading the y value was not more than ±0.002". The error was corrected
for y values of the particular velocity profile data and the graph was
replotted. The slope of this line was used to obtain the shear stress
at the wall. The friction velocity and other parameters obtained by
this method will hereafter be referred to by a subscript "n" (such as
friction velocity U_n, local skin friction coefficient Cfn, and so on).
(2) The second plot showed y vs U for the complete velocity profile.
(3) Two Clauser plots produced by the program were used to obtain an
estimate of Cf. One was based on Colas* "law of the wall" (u ÷ =
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5.811ogloy +
on Patel's
Patel, 1965).
estimates of
+ 5.0) parameters (see Coles, 1968) and the other was based
+
"law of the wall" (u + = 5.$1Ogloy + 5.45) parameters (see
We chose to use Coles' "law of the wall" for the final
Cf because of its geueral acceptance (especially in the
U.S.) and to make our results more easily comparable to the work of
others. These parameters were used to obtain the Clauser plot and to
estimate the skin
profile being processed
Clauser, 1954).
(4) At this point
information regarding
friction coefficient for the particular velocity
(for further details of the method refer to
of
slope
velocity profile data processing the
at the wall and the Cfc from the Clauser
plot were interactively typed into the TSL computer and processed. This
complete velocity profile processing and plotting routine was performed
by a command file referred to as CALANL. Its position in the data
processing is shown in Figure 2.12. The responsibility of CALANL was to
process and plot the data. The subprograms in CALANL are as follows:
VH_PRO- can either calculate velocities from a calibrated
single hot-wire or bypass this part and continue to
process the data for Clauser plot.
MULPLT- plots data in desired format.
VELPR3- calculates the boundary layer profile parameters:
freestream velocity U®, boundary layer thickness 8 (y =
5 at 0.99U®), di spl acement th ickne ss 5 d, momentum
thickness O, shape factor H, Reynolds nmnber (based on
the momentum thickness RO), energy thickness A, Cole's
wake coefficient (n) (based on Cfn and Cfc), and
friction velocity (based on Co and Cfc estimated from
the Clauser plot). In a_ition, this program
non-dimensionalizes the velocity profile data to obtain
the rest of the plots explained in Figure 2.12. All
the above information is stored in one master data
file.
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Once this part of the velocity profile survey and analysis for both
regular and manipulated boundary layers was completed, a plot
representing the momentum thickness (O) vs distance from the test wall
leading edge (x) was made using the calculated O. From this plot we
obtained Cfo = 2dO/dx. This relation is obtained from the yon Karman
integral equation (Schlichtins, 1979) (dO/dx was obtained by a graphical
differentiation of the O curve plotted against x) when the pressure
gradient along the x-direction in the boundary layer is equal to zero
(dp/dx = 0). Cf6 and Cfc were used in reprocessing the velocity profile
data in the final non-dtmensionalization (presented in Chapter 3). The
momentum thickness variation was also used to determine the variation of
the net d_ag of the manipulated with respect to the regular boundary
layer from :
Net Drag Ratio = (e x - OO)man./(O x - @o)reg.
where Oo and 0 x are momentran thicknesses of the boundary layers at the
TAPPM and x-station locations where the corresponding net drag is
calculated. This relationship is also the result of the yon Karman
integral equation, which represents a non-dimensional form of the net
drag of the boundary layer flow on a flat plate of length x.
The results from the above equations led to the observation of
crucial changes and the relaxation of the d_ag which developed
downstream of the TAPPM device. Furthermore, these results were the key
factors leading to the third phase of the experiments performed at
stations where interesting changes in the structures of the flow were
expected. This phase attempted to determine what structural changes
result from the insertion of the TAPPMs into the boundary layer flow.
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It involved flow visual ization, hot-wire array anemometry, and
simultaneous visualization and hot-wire measurements. Details of the
experimental procedure, data processing, and analysis will be provided
in the following sections of this chapter.
2.4.3 Twin ][-wire Probe Data Processing and Analysis
Measurements to determine the structural changes in the turbulence
were made in the boundary layers at two stations (x = 240" and • =
340H). The data were collected at • = 340" with the twin x-wire array
only and with the x-wire array and visual technique simultaneously at •
= 240". These were processed on the TSL computer and, in part, on the
MSU Engineering Computer Facility VAX-11/750 (using the Vl4S 4.0
operating system). The x-wire array data which were collected by the
data acquisition computer system were transferred to the TSL computer
and were processed from "raw" form (bits per millivolt) to velocities
with the CONVOL program. CONVOL uses calibration information in Collia
and Williams' (1959) parameter form and outputs the results of each wire
(whether slant or straight) as velocities ( if U-wire) or as
pseudo-velocitles (if a slant wire). The pseudo-velocities needed to be
converted into u and v components. At the same time, a correction was
made to compensate for possible errors in the angles of the x-wires.
Two coefficients, CP and CN, were obtained via a calibration procedure
detailed by Lovett (1982). These were calculated in a separate program
called CPCN and were used as inputs to the TSL program VEL4 to account
for the probe angle error corrections. In addition to data file names
VFL4 program requires the following information to process the data:
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sampling rate of the A/D, nomber of columns in the data files, format of
the data files, and CP and O_ values for both x-wires used in the array.
The processed output files from VEL4 contain 12 columns of nombers. Six
of these columns contain the fluctuating components (i.e., fluctuation =
total - mean) of velocities and Reynolds stresses which are of interest
in this experiment (the others are for storage of velocity gradient
information). The fluctuating quantities which were examined in this
experiment are u' I, v'1, u'Iv' _, u'1, v's, and u':v'_ (subscript 1
refers to the top x-array probe located at y = 0.68 and subscript 2
refers to the lower x-array at y = 0.46 in the twin x-wlre probe). Due
to posslble signal noise interference with A/D, a 5-point moving average
smoothing routine was used in Vlq4. The process of smoothing the data
(which was performed by VEL4) is actually the
Signor (1952) in his data processing programs.
In order to obtain a visual sense of the
same as that used by
velocity and Reynolds
stress variations calculated in VI_4 the long-time records of these
fluctuating quantities were plotted using a program (developed at TSL)
called TIMPLT. TIMPLT is capable of plotting as many as 16 long-time
series records of data, on 8 axes, for comparison purposes. These plots
were studied to enhance and verify the visual data obtained from films
taken in the simultaneous visual and x-array probe arrangement. This
technique has been developed and successfully used over the past several
years in turbulence studies at TSL.
The fluctuating velocities were
space-time correlations. A program
further processed to obtain
called CORRELATE3 was used to
recorded in thisprocess the data. Due to the massive amount of data
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experiment, a faster computer with a larger memory than the TSL computer
proved to be a tremendous asset in performing the correlation
calculations. These data were processed on the VAX-I1/750 VMS system of
the Engineering Computer Facility at HSU. The data for this part of the
experiment were collected at two stations: • = 240" (_ _- 20) and • =
340" (_ --- 51). Since the space-time correlations at _ = 51 did not show
significant changes due to TAPPMs, it was decided to conduct
simultaneous visualization and probe data acquisition only at _ -- 20.
These results will be discussed in the following chapter.
In order to obtain information about chanses in the large eddies of
the boundary layers studied in this experiment, space-time correlation
analysis of such flows with large spatia/ separation of the probes was
necessary. The correlations computed were Ru,lu, z, Rv, v,2, Ru,lve#,
and R(utve)z (u'v_)2" As is evident, the reference is the top x-wire
probe (referred to as n_ber 1).
The space-time correlation for functions p' and q' is defined as:
Rp,qe = pW(Xo,Yo,Zo,to)qW(X,Y,Z,t)
where the ovezbar represents the tlme-sverase of the function.
Subscript p' of R represents the reference sisnal, which in this
experiment is defined as the velocity (or Reynolds stress) fluctuation
at the top x-wire array position, and q' represents the velocity (or
Reynolds stress) fluctuation at the lower x-wire array position. If
functions p, and q, are statistically homoseneous in space and
stationary in time, the correlation depends only on the differences X a -
Xz, Y# - Yx, Z# - Zx, and t_ - t x. In the case of zero pressure
gradients, such as the condition in this experiment, we expect the
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functions to be homogeneous with respect to Z and stationary with
respect to t. In the zero pressure gradient case the growth of the
boundary layer thickness is slow (as has been shown). One can,
therefore, scale the coordinates with the local value of boundary layer
thickness. Althoush y/6 is held constant, homogeneity does not exist
along the y axis. The space coordinates in this experiment for the two
stations under survey were non-dimensionallzed by the respective local
boundary layer thickness and were kept constant as: Xs - X I = 0.$8, Ys
- YI = 0.26, Zs - ZI = 0.0, and _ = (t - to)U®/_ (which was the only
variable in the correlation computation process for both stations).
The flow field for this experiment was stationary in time. Thus,
based on Taylor's hypothesis for the stationary flow conditions, one can
express:
Rp,q,(Xo,t ) --" Rp,q,(X, to)
The vslldlty of this relationship is well supported and documented by
Favre (1965). Based on the above discussion, the correlations Ru'lu's'
, , and R(u,v,),(u,v,)z have been calculated andRv'Iv, , Ru',v',
nozwalized by their respective
freestream velocity (U®). The
discussed in the next chapter.
rms values of the sipals and by the
results of this analysis will be
The program CORR_ATE3, for processing data from this experiment,
requires the output velocity files of the VEL4, the number of columns in
the data file, the columns of velocity _luctuations to be processed for
co, relation, the sampling window size (the number of points before and
after the moving reference), the correlation step size, and the name of
the output file for each data set taken. The data sets for each case of
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the experiment were ensemble averaged by the CORAVG program and plotted
using the MULleT.
2.4.4 Conditional Sampling of Probe Data Based Upon the
Film Data
An understanding of the large-eddy structural changes, due to a
TAPPM device, that resulted in net drag reduction was an important goal
of this research. To gain some physical insight into the correlation of
skin friction d_ag reduction (obtained in experiments with boundax_v
layer manipulators (TAPPMs)) and large-eddy alterations, we sought
significant changes in the large eddies. Many attempts have relied
mainly on probe data and a sparingly detailed associated flow
visualization to explain the large-eddy structure changes in the
manipulated boundary layers. We feel that the speculations that have
resulted may be misleading. Utilizing the unique _L facility and
experimental techniques allows a one to one correspondence between the
visually marked large eddies and the velocity and Reynolds stress they
contain. The study of the films from the high-speed movies of both
regular and manipulated boundary layers, combined with the simultaneous
probe data, therefore, can uniquely answer questions about changes in
the strength of the large eddies.
The process of conditionally sampling the probe data to the large
eddies using the films was as follows: The digital clock read-out
appeared in the bottom portion of the frames. Those moments at which
the probe entered and left the large eddies were recorded. Each pair of
recorded n-_,bers represented the beginning and the end of probe data
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umbers to be conditionally sampled out of the complete record of a data
take. Each data take period was 4.91 seconds. The rate of sampling was
5 KHz. Using these amber pairs, it was possible to look at the plots
of the probe data and observe the fluctuating velocities and the
Reynolds stresses inside the sampled large eddies. This is actually one
of the most attractive techniques available at the TSL for the study of
the structure of turbulence. For further details on this technique
refer to Falco (1983). Due to clearer visibility of the large-eddies'
boundaries, at the position of the top x-wire in the hot-wire array (y/8
= 0.6), only the umber pairs for this x-wire were recorded to be used
in the process of conditionally sampling the data. Figure 2.18 displays
an example of a large eddy passing the probe. The n_ber which is
printed in reverse on the lower portion of the picture represents the
point umber stored in this data take.
The criteria for choosing the large eddies to be sampled were: (1)
shape, (2) size, and, (3) clearly defined smoke marked borders (versus
the valleys (non-turbulent regions upstream and downstream of the large
eddies)) as the eddies converted over the field of view. Each large
eddy had to rmain a coherent visual entity over the field of view
(eddies that divided or coalesced were not accepted (these were few in
number)). The quantitative signals obtained from the probe were
selectively sampled in the manner described above. Then these samples,
for regular and manipulated boundary layers,
separately fo_ each case, The ensemble
normalized by different boundary layer flow
and plotted by
were ensemble averaged
averaged signals were then
characteristic parameters
TIMI_T. The ensemble averaged signals of u', v', and
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u'v ' give an excellent representation of the flow dynamics inside the
large eddies (refer to Falco, 1977, 1982, 1983). The long-time records
of the fluctuating signals, plotted by TIMPLT, were of great help in the
sampling process of the data. They showed that the conditionally
sampled regions did, indeed, contain essentially all of the significant
perturbation represented by the signals.
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CHAPTER3
RESULTS
First we will discuss the results of the documentation of the flow
facility, the mean velocity profile surveys, and the integral parameters
of these velocity profiles. Next the results of flow visualization,
x-array hot-wire anemometry (both alone and combined with simultaneous
laser sheet flow visualization), along with space-time correlations will
be discussed. Finally, an analysis of the results for both cases of
regular and manipulated turbulent boundary layers will be presented.
3.1 Flow Field Conditions
First, documentation of the flow
experiments is presented: The ideal
tunnel were constant pressure along the
gradient), a two-dlmenslonal boundary
conditions achieved in the
conditions sought for the wind
test section (zero pressure
layer flow with a low-level
turbulence intensity, a long flat test wall to investigate skin friction
drag and structural development in both the regular and manipulated
boundary layers.
3.1.1 Pressure Gradient Alons the Centerline of the Test Wall
Figure 3.1 shows the results of the pressure gradient measurements
along the x-axis of the test wall. The differential pressure
coefficient defined as dCp/dX (where Cp = dP/pU® s, dP = (downstream
static pressure - upstream static pressure), and dx = x z - x a) was used
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to obtain the information plotted in Figure 3.1. It was observed that
the coefficient, which is calculated at different streamwise stations,
varies, on average, less than ±0.002 per ft about a mean value of
-0.007. . This value is considered very low for a pressure gradient that
is experimentally obtained. Murlis, Tsai and Bradshaw (1982) consider a
0.02 value for this coefficient a negligible pressure gradient. The
pressure gradient measurement was conducted for both regular and
manipulated boundary layers with results indicating no difference
between them. Thus, the zero pressure gradient condition required for
this experiment was satisfactorily met. The small variation in this
coefficient was believed due to the slightly bowed top of the $ ft
tunnel sections. The first point at x = 49.$ n had the lowest value.
This was due to the fact that it is closest to the tripping device which
was located 6" upstream of the first wall pressure tap. The boundary
layer growth rate is greatest at the leading edge consequently the wall
divergence did not compensate as effectively in this region. One can
see that the low value is relaxed to the average value farther
downstream from the trip. The last point has a somewhat higher dCp/dX
value than the rest of the points, and is the result of the presence of
the diffuser 7-4 _' downstream of the last wall pressure tap.
3.1.2 Two-dimensionality of the Boundary Layer
The two-dimensionality of the flow on the test wall was examined
using the traveling Preston tube. The results of this experiment for
two inlet configurations with two tripping devices are shown in Figures
3.7-3.$. Figure 3.3 shows the variation of the skin friction in a
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spanwise direction at several stations when the boundary layer was
tripped with grit 36 sandpaper as suggested by Corke (1981). The
sandpaper was 30 cm wide in the flow direction and was cemented to the
test wall. It protruded 0.8 mm above the wall. The upstream edge of
the sandpaper was located I0 cm downstream of the leading edge of the
test wall. Figure 3.4 shows an improvement of this variation using a
0.0625" threaded rod at x = 19.5". Figure 3.5 shows further improvement
of the skin friction variation from 10.3_ to 4.6_. This was
accomplished through the use of the second inlet configuration (which
was discussed in Section 2.1.3). A point of interest here is that the
©hange in Cf variations and the lower mean value of Cf were associated
with the lower freestream turbulent intensity (from 0.8_ to 0.1_). As
we shall see, the free stream turbulence may also seriously affect the
performance of the TAPPM's.
3.1.3 Turbulence Intensity of the Wind Tunnel
As explained above, two inlets were used in order to achieve a high
quality flow. The streamwtse turbulence intensity levels of both cases
are shown in Figure 2.6. The higher intensity existed when the first
set of TAPPM devices was installed (Experiment I) in the test section.
Turbulence intensity was reduced when the screen and honeycomb
arrangements were altered. This reduction was from approximately 0.8_
to a value of 0.i_, which was sufficient for the present experiment.
3.1.4 Smoke Flow Visualization of the Laminar Flow on the Test Wall
Before the velocity profile survey on the test wall, the tunnel fan
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was run at one foot per second and smoke was introduced into the
boundary layer at • = 13.5" downstream of the origin of the test wall.
The flow stayed laminar over the entire length (17 m) of the test wall.
This was an excellent demonstration of the high quality flow obtainable
with this tunnel configuration, particularly with respect to the lack of
three-dimensiouality either existing or developing in the tunnel (since
forces and growth rates that are clearly too small to measure could
result in significant displacements over this length).
3.2 Mean Velocity Profiles
In order to obtain an estimate of skin friction drag in regular and
manipulated turbulent boundary layers a series of velocity profiles was
obtained. With the first TAPPM device (TAPPM No. 1, thickness = 0.03")
the velocity profile data were obtained using the Pitot probe (see
Chapter 2). The velocity profile data were obtained for both regular
and manipulated boundary layers (measurements using TAPPM No. 1 are
hereafter referred to as eExpe_iment I w) • The second velocity profile
survey was conducted using the .003" thickness TAPPM (TAPPM No. 2). For
these a single hot-wire probe was used to obtain the velocity profiles
(hereafter we refer to this as 'Experiment II').
3.2.1 Mean Velocity Profile and Integral Parameters in Experiment I
Each boundary layer profile for the first TAPPM device experiment
was made up of 30-34 data voints. These profiles were taken at the
stations shown in Figure 2.2. The Reynolds numbers (R O) ranged from
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1434 to 5648 (the data processing procedure is explained in Chapter 2).
Figures 3.6 to 3.10 show the non-dimensional mean velocity profiles in
Experiment I for regular boundary layers at different stations. Figure
3.6 shows y/e va U/U.. This figure illustrates the overall similarity
of profiles in the fully developed turbulent boundary layer. Figure 3.7
shows the Clauser plot of velocity profiles from which Cfc'S were
estimated for the regular boundary layer case. The coordinates are U/U®
ve Ray, where Ray = pyU=/_. The straight lines plotted in this figure
represent various Cfc uniformly spaced (with 0.00025 between two
consecutive lines) from 0.00100 to 0.00575. It is observed that the
data in the log region are essentially parallel to the constant Cf
lines. The Cfc is shown later (see Figure 3.44) to be in close
agreement with Cfo (calculated from the momentum integral equation for
the two-dlmensional regular turbulent boundary layers).
Figure 3.8 shows the log region plotted in wall units i.e. u + vs
y+. Note that the friction velocities which have been used in the
non-dimensionalizstion were obtained by the momentum balance method
(referred to as u_o). They are also used to non-dimensionalize the rest
of the velocity profiles unless otherwise stated. The solid straight
line is Colas (1968) nlaw of the wall" (u + = 5.611Ogxo(y +) + 5.0); the
line u + = y+, which holds in the viscous-sublayer, is also shown. The
figure shows that the log law region is consistent with the log law
constants suggested by Colas. A similar plot using U_c is not shown,
but, obviously, the fit will go through the center of Colas' line since
it is forced.
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In order to demonstrate the equilibrium condition of the boundary
layers, as suggested by Clauser (1954), Figure 3.9 adopted from Rotta
(1962), is presented (the coordinates are (U® - U)/u_ vs yuz/gdU=). The
match is very good, suggesting that we have a fully developed turbulent
boundary layer. Figure 3.10 shows the wake function W vs y/g. For
comparison purposes, the wake function, W = 2sin2(ny/28) suggested by
Coles (1968) is also plotted
representative of the best
author s.
In Experiment I, with manipulators
reduction and display procedure was
in the same figure. The scatter is
zero pressure gradient data known to the
in position, a similar data
used. Corresponding velocity
profiles are presented in Figures 3.11-3.15. The data in Figure 3.11
nearly collapse on each other, except for the first two stations CA and
B) downstream of the TAPPM. This is the wake effect of the manipulator
which is positioned at 0.880 . From examination of Figures 3.12 and 3.13
it is obvious that the skin friction coefficients (Cfc, estimated from
Figure 3.12 (Clauser plot)) no longer agree with the CfO. Notice that
the data appear to be linear in the los region, but that the slope
deviates somewhat from that of the constant stress lines in the Clauser
plot. The information from this plot cannot be used to infer the local
skin friction coefficient because the Clauser plot technique only
exploits mechanisms which govern regular turbulent boundary layers. It
is clear that a universal 'law of the wall' does not exist for the
manipulated layer. Figure 3.14 demonstrates the lack of equilibrium
found in the manipulated layer. Figure 3.15 further shows that the wake
region is severely distorted in a non-monotonic manner as distance from
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the TAPPMis increased.
Using the calculated e from the velocity l_rofiles at various
stations for both the tabular and manipulated boundary layers, a plot of
evs x was constructed (see Figure 3.16). It was used to obtain Cfe and
u_o, which were then used to normalize the velocity profile data shown
in this section. Figure 3.16 shows that the momentum thickness at
station A (_ -- 24) was significantly increased. This increase was due
to the skin d_aS which the TAPPM's presence added to the resular
boundary layer drag. As one moves farther downstream e stays hlsher
than it does in the regular boundary layer. However, it has 8 lower
gradient which leads to the lower local skin friction coefficient, up to
station E (at _ _- 86.4), where the resulting net drag is zero. After
this station the momentum thickness overshot, produced a higher drag
than that found in the unmanipulated layer, then relaxed back farther
downstream where _ values were higher than 150. The result of the net
drag variation deduced from this process in a non-dimensional form is
presented in Figure 3.45.
The deviation from Coles t log law in Figure 3.13 can be attributed
to the momentum thickness gradients (obtained from Figure 3.16) at
various stations. In contrast to Corke's (1981) results, no unique
universal log law line for the manipulated boundary layer mean velocity
profiles was obtained. Notice that the parameters A and B (refer to
equation u + = Alosxo(y +) + B) are obtained by fitting straight lines
through the data in the log region. This line fit was normally covered
by data at 30 < y+ < 500 for our Reynolds number range. Parameters A
and B (at various stations) are shown in Figure 3.17.
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3.2.2 Mean Velocity Profiles and Integral Parameters in Experiment IX
Since no net drag reduction occurred in Experiment I (refer to
Figure 3.44), the decision was made (based on the results of Anders et
al. (1984)) to use the thinner plates (t = 0.003°'; t/8 o = 0.00095) to
construct TAPPM No. 2, and redo the experiment. Each velocity profile
in Experiment II was made up of 50 discrete data points. These profiles
were taken at several stations (refer to Figure 2.2). The data
processing procedure is explained in Chapter 2. Table 3.2 contains some
of the integral characteristics of the boundary layers in Experiment IT.
Figures 3.18 to 3.25 show the non-dimensionalized velocity profiles in
Experiment II for the regular boundary layer at various stations.
Figure 3.18 shows y/O vs U/U®. Figure 3.19 displays the Clauser plot of
velocity profiles from which Cfc were estimated for the regular boundary
layer case. Information, the Cfc, from this figure is used in the
results (to be presented in Section 3.2.3) for a comparison with
momentum balance and skin friction coefficient results (obtained from
the slope of the mean velocity profile close to wall, for "Newtonian
fluid"). Figure 3.20 shows the profiles in wall-unlt coordinates (u + vs
y+). Again, the solid straight lines are Coles t "law of the wall" (u + =
5.611Ogxo(y +) + 5.0), and u + = y+. Once again, the wall shear stress
velocity is obtained from the momentum balance. It is clear that the
regular boundary results in this figure all fit the solid line in the
'flog law" region very well.
The equilibrium condition of the boundary layer is shown in Figure
3.21. Figure 3.22 displays the wake function W vs y/8. For comparison
purposes, the wake function W = 2sin2(_y/28) (suggested by Colas (1968))
'!
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is plotted in the same figure. Figures 3.23 to 3.26 show the
non-dimensional stremwise component of fluctuating mean velocity
profiles at different stations. Figure 3.23 shows ms(u')/u_ vs y+.
Figure 3.24 shows rms(u')/U_ vs y/O for the mean velocity profile and
Figure 3.25 shows "near wall" data normalized in the same way as for
Figure 3.24. Due to the thick boundary layer in this experiment,
velocities very near the surface of the wall could be measured using the
slnsle hot-wire probe. The probe could get closer than one wall unit
(y+ = I) before heat transfer effects begin to be felt (refer to Figures
3.20, 3.26, and 3.27). This can a/so be seen in Figure 3.27, which
shows the dimensional mean velocities close to the wall in the regular
boundary layer at various stations. It is important to note that each
profile has at least 10 points which fit a straight line passing through
the origin (y = 0.0 and U = 0.0 in Figure 3.27). This conftms the
linoarity condition in the sublayer region of the mean velocity
l_rofiles. These results were also used to obtain the thickness of the
sublsyer region. Notice that the resulting local skin friction
coefficients, from the slope of the velocity profiles, are different
from both Clauser Cfc and from Cfo presented in this experiment.
Details of the discrepancies between local skin friction coefficients
obtained by different methods are discussed in chapter 4.
In Experiment II, with TAPPM No. 2 in position, a similar set of
data was obtained. Corresponding velocity profiles are presented in
Figures 3.28-3.36 in the same order as for the resulsr boundary layer
case discussed above. Figure 3.28 shows y/O vs U/UQ at various
stations. Only two profiles of stations A (_ = 19.$) and B (_ = $4,$1)
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show the effect of the wake of the manipulator plates. Figure 3.29
displays the data plotted on the Clauser plot. This figure is presented
here to again demonstrate the inadequacy of the Clauser plot method for
the manipulated boundary layer. Results of local skin friction
coefficients obtained from this figure are discussed in the following
section.
Using the friction velocity obtained via the momentum balance
method, we present the manlpulated profiles of Experiment No. 2, in
inner coordinates, in Figure 3.30. The non-monotonic trend of the
profiles with increasing distance follows the variation of Cfo at
different stations. Notice that the parameters A and B (refer to
equation u+ = Alogxo(y +) + B) are obtained by fitting a straight line
through the data in the log region. This llne fit was normally located
at 30 < y+ < 500. Parameters A and B (at various stations) are shown in
Figure 3.39. Cfo results are also discussed in the following section.
The equilibrium condition of the boundary layer is also shown in
Figure 3.31. Like the results in Experiment I, this figure shows that
at stations where the skin friction drag is reduced, the profiles
demonstrate a deviation from the other profiles. This leads to a
pressure gradient-like effect in the manipulated boundary layer (Clauser
1954). The wake function of the manipulated case is shown in Figure
3.32. In this figure there is a large profile deviation (similar to
that found in Experiment No. 1) from the Coles' wake function.
Figures 3.33 to 3.36 show the non-dimensional ized streamwise
component of the fluctuating velocities at different stations. Figure
+
3.33 of this group shows rms(u')/u_ vs y . At low skin friction
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stations there is higher rms(u')/u_ in the inner region (also refer to
Figure 3.36) and lower rms(u')/u_ in the outer region of the manipulated
boundary layer compared to their corresponding regular boundary layers.
Figures 3.34 and 3.35 show similar effects when the rms(u') and y ere
non-dimensionalized by the outer region parameters U® and 0. Figure
3.36 shows that the breakdown in similarity extends to
non-dimensionalization in wall coordinates in the near-wall region
(compare with Figure 3.26).
Figure 3.37 shows the dimensional mean velocity profiles close to
the wall in the manipulated boundary layer at various stations. Similar
to the regular boundary layer, each profile has 10 points which fit a
straight line passing through the origin (y = 0.0 and U = 0.0 in Figure
3.37). This confirms the lines,try condition in the sublayer region of
the mean velocity profiles and its persistence in the manipulated case.
Notice that the resulting local skin friction coefficients, from the
slope of the velocity profiles, are different from both Clauserrs Cfc
and the Cfo obtained in this experiment (as in Experiment I). Details
of the local skin friction coefficient results, obtained through
different methods, are presented in the following section.
Figure 3.38 (0 vs x) was constructed using the O calculated from
the velocity profiles at various stations for both regular and
manipulated boundary layers. It was then used to obtain Cfo and u_o,
which were used to normalize the velocity profile data in this
experiment. This figure shows that at station A (_ = 19.3) 0 overshoots
(due to device drag) then relaxes back (with a lower O gradient than the
regular boundary layer). This O gradient stays low, even after 43
i
J
k
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reaches values less than those of the regular boundary layer. This
reflects a net skin d_ag reduction (lower e). At about station D (_
60) the momentum thickness gradient increases sharply, then after _ = 94
it levels off with the regular boundary layer to almost no net dza$
r • duct i on.
The results of Figures 3.37 and 3.27 were also used to obtain the
thickness of the sublayer region. Individual near-wall velocity
profiles for regular and manipulated boundary layers are shown in
Figures 3.42 and 3.43. The resulting sublayer thickness variations,
with streamwlse position for both regular and manipulated boundary
layers, are shown in Figure 3.40. In dimensional form, the manipulated
boundary layer has, on average, a 17q_ thicker sublayer. For reference,
the streamwise variation of the ratio of the non-dimenslonal sublayer
thicknesses (normalized by U_n obtained from the slope of the mean
velocity profile near the wall) is shown in Figure 3.41. Overall, this
indicates a similar increase in sublayer thickness. On the other hand,
when the sublayer thickness is normalized by u_e (obtained from the
momentum balance) it must show sharp variations, as seen in CfO vs _.
3.2.3 Skin Friction and Net Drag Results of Experiment I
Using the information from Figure 3.16 (0 vs z), the local skin
friction coefficient (Cfe) was obtained by a graphical differentiation;
Cfo = ?dQ/dx. Furthermore, the non-dimensional net drag ((e x -
Oxo)Man./(e x - Oxo)Reg .) along the centerline of the test wall was
calculated. These parameters, combined with the results discussed
above, were used to obtain Figures 3.44 to 3.47. Figure 3.44 shows
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Cfe/Cfc vs _. The agreement shows the high degree of consistency
between momentum balance CfO and the Clauser Cfc results in the regular
boundary layer.
The net drag change due to the use of TAPPM No. 1 in Experiment I
is shown in Figure 3.45 in the form (0 x - Oxo)Man. / (0 x - Ox0)Reg" vs
_. The net drag increase is at its highest value at _ -- 25 (the closest
point measured downstream of the TAPPM). This is reduced to zero at _ --
80 then increased to higher values (10_) at stations farther downstream.
Thus, no net drag reduction was obtained in Experiment I (in fact, we
obtained a net drag increase). More surprising still, we appear to have
had a significant relaxation of the flow downstream to a high drag
condition (6 -_ 80) (Rashidnia and Falco, 1983). Figure 3.46 is a replot
of the same result showing, in addition, the stresmwise normalized local
skin friction variation (Cfe)Man /(CfO)Reg" vs _. At _ _ 80, where net
drag has increased,
((Cfo)Man./(CfO)Reg" _ 1.0).
ratio (Cfo) Man. / (Cfo) Reg"
the local skin friction is reduced
The two curves cross (_ -- 80) and the
stays above 1.0. As a result of the sharp
increase in gradient of O in the range of 80 _ _ _ 120,
(Cfo)Man /(CfO)Reg" increases end reaches its peak of about 1.4. In
addition, net drag increases from zero to 10_ in the same range. The
net drag increase tends to relax back to the regular boundary layer
condition very slowly, while the ratio (Cfe)Man./(Cf_)Reg" sharply
decreases to about 0.7 at _ = 188.4.
In Experiment I the slope of the mean velocity profile, near the
wall, was obtained by a single hot-wire probe at two stations: _ -_ 44
(a decreased local skin friction station), and at _ -_ 121 (an i_creaaed
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local skin friction station). The result is shown in Figure 3.47 and is
compared with the momentum balance Cfo_ changes. The magnitude of
changes in these two methods is not the same, yet they demonstrate
similar trends of local skin friction variations.
3.2.4 Skin Friction and Net Drag Results of Experiment II
Using the information from Figure 3.38 (O vs x) the local skin
friction coefficient (Cfo) was obtained by a graphical differentiation
(similar to Experiment I). The non-dimenslonal net drag ((O x -
exe)Man./(O x - 6xo)Reg.), along the centerline of the test wall, was
also calculated. These parameters, combined with previously explained
results, were used to obtain Figures 3.48 to 3.53. Figure 3.48 shows
Cfo/Cfc vs _. For this experiment Cfe is a few percent lower than Cfc
but still exhibits (as noted in Experiment I) remarkable consistency
between the two techniques.
The non-dimenslonal net drag changes ((e x - exo)Man./(O x - exo)Reg"
vs _) found in Experiment II are shown in Figure 3.49. The net drag was
at its highest value at _ " 20 (the first measurement station downstream
of the TAPPM). This was reduced to zero at _ -- 45 reaching its minimum
at _ = 58.21 at this point a I0_ net drag reduction was obtained. This
net reduction relaxed back to normal boundary layer drag at _ " 94 and
remained at its normal value (zero net drag change). Thus, if the plate
had ended at _ = 58.2 we would have achieved a I0_ net drag reduction.
Figure 3.50 is a replot of the same result with the addition of the
streamwlse normal ized local skin friction variation
((Cfo)Man./(CfO)Reg" vs _). In the range of _ _ 45, where no net drag
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reduction is obtained, there is still a significant reduction in the
local skin friction coefficient (Cfo--45%); i.e., (Cf4))Man./(CfO)Reg" _-
0.55). At _ -- 58.2, where the maximum net drag reduction is achieved,
the local skin friction reaches its regular boundary layer value. The
peak of the CfO increase is
thickness gradient reaches its
layer. The two cuzve s meet
reached at _ = 66 where the momentum
maximum in the manipulated boundary
again at _ -- 93 where net skin drag and
local skin friction coefficient changes are almost nonexistent. This
condition (ratio (CfO)Man./(CfO)Reg" "-1) holds to the last measuring
station.
In Experiment II the near-wall slope of the mean velocity profile
was obtained by a single hot-wire probe at several stations. Figure
3.52 shows the percentage variation of the streanwise local skin
friction coefficient ([(Cfn)Man. - (Cfn)Reg .]/(Cfn)Reg .) vs _. For
purposes of comparison, similar parameters obtained from the momentum
balance method (([(CfO)Man. - (CfO)Reg.]/(CfO)Reg .) are also plotted in
Figure 3.$1. This figure does not show an overall correlation between
the two curves but shows a reduced skin friction at all points measured,
Figure 3.53 shows the ratio (Cfo)Man./(Cfn)Man. vs _. The similarity of
the shape of this curve with that of (CfO)Man. vs _ points out that
variation in Cf. differences (([(Cfe)Man. - (CfO)Reg.]/(CfO)Reg .) are a
function of the flow development behind the TAPPM, with the (Cfn)Man.
first higher than (Cfe)Man., then lower. Later we will estimate the net
drag reduction based upon the local Cfn measurements.
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3.3 Flow Visualization Results
This section discusses flow visualization results obtained with the
second TAPPM configuratiocn (unless otherwise specified).
3.3.1 Flow Visualization on Manipulator Plates
The possibility of flow separation around the TAPPM plates which
might increase the device drag, was examined. Careful flow
visualization around the manipulator plates was conducted with no
evidence of any flow separation observed. An example of this is shown
in Figure 2.17. We foun no evidence of flow separation on the order of
plate thickness (t = 0.003M).
During the process of separation investigation, further flow
visualization was conducted downstream from the plates. Figure 3.54
presents an example of the manipulated boundary layer with the wake of
plates visualized by TiC14 and the boundary layer marked with smoke.
These pictures precipitated a study of the spread and coherence of the
plates _ wakes. A combination of plate-wake and wall-region flow
visualization, around _ = 20 showed new evidence of wake inte_action
with wall region flow. More than 200 snapshots of this experiment were
taken. A study of two cases (upstream plate alone and both plates in
place) indicated that when two plates were in place the structures in
the wake of the plates stayed coherent farther downstream than the
one-plate case. The mixing of wall region flow and wake structure was
also reduced in the region around _ = 20. This is shown in Figures
3.55(a) and 3.55(b). Figure 3.$5(a) shows the one-plate case and
3.55(b) shows the two plates case.
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Quantitative results, regarding movement of the flow marker (TIC14)
normal to the wall, in the region around _ = 20, were obtained from
several rolls of pictuxes taken of the mixing process. Under similar
visualization conditions, the last two rolls, with 39 frames of film,
were used for the final analysis. Figure 3.56 presents an example of
the data obtained in measuring the normal movement of the marker as it
is lifted up into the wall region. The maximum normal penetration,
obtained from simil ax films, were
experimental setup is shown in Figure
analysis are presented in Figure 3.57.
statistically analyzed. The
2.11. The resu/ts of this
The mean value of y+, averaged
around _.36 o, shows a 25_ reduction in the manipulated case. Table 3.1
displays the mean characteristics of the boundary layers at { = 19.3 for
this experiment. It is interesting to note that the flow marker
(TIC14), which was originally painted on the test wall surface,
travelled in the normal direction up to y+ = 240 in the regular case and
y+ _ 180 in the manipulated boundary layer.
3.3.2 Sublayer "Bursting" Results from (Falco's) "Pocket Flow Modules"
Information resulting from the interaction of "typical eddies" with
the sublayer flow, leading to the "pocket" module, was obtained at the
station _ = 51, where the maximum Cfo reduction occurred. Using this
information, along with the length of the experiment and the frame rate
of the movies, a calculation of the burst rate of wall events in both
regular and manipulated boundary layers was possible. Figure 3.58 gives
an example of the "footprints" of this interaction (referred to as the
"pocket module"). This sublayer structure was originally observed by
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Falco (1977, 1978, 1980) and is one of the strongest structural features
of the turbulence production process in turbulent boundary layers. It
was found that the frequency of occurrence of this footprint of the
bursting process changed significantly. This frequency decreased in
absolute value and increased from 0.6905 to 1.033 when scaled with outer
variables (TBU®/6). However, it decreased from 29.670 to 21.699 when
scaled on inner variables (PTBU_e/_). The regular boundary layer value
compares very well with the data of Falco (1983). An increase,
corresponding to fewer pockets per unit time, would be expected if the
skin friction was reduced in an equilibrium situation. This expectation
is based on the assumption that the pockets remain at a Riven strength.
3.4 Correlation of Fluctuating Component Results
Based on the skin friction results and the wall bursting results,
obtained through "pocket H flow module visualization at station C (_ =
51), the decision was made to do a space-time correlation analysis of
the fluctuating components obtained from the twin x-wire array. A
simila_ correlation analysis was conducted at station A (6 = 20). These
results were obtained for both regular and manipulated boundary layers
in Experiment II.
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3.4.1 Correlation of Fluctuating Components Normalized with
Their Respective RMS Values
Results of the analysis on u', v', and u'v', when normalized with
their respective rms values, are presented as follows. Figures 3.$9 to
3.62 represent the results at _ = 51 while Figures 3.63 to 3.66 show
similar results at _ = 20. Notice that all the peaks in these figures
are shifted to the right side of • = 0 (where • = (t - te)U=/bReg ).
This is the result of the streamwise separation (0.581ocal) of the two
x-wire arrays.
Figure 3.$9 shows the fins normalized correlation of vertical
velocity components (Rv,lv,s/rms(v'a)rms(v' 2 vs _, at .66 and _48).
Signals from the top x-array (subscript 1) are used as the reference in
the correlation calculation. Note that the peak values for both cases
were positive. There was a slight change in the peak of the normal
fluctuations (8.75% reduction). No other significant differences are
indicated in this figure.
Figure 3.60 shows the rms normalized correlation of streamwise
fluctuations for both regular and manipulated boundary layers
(Ru,xu, a/rms(u'l)rms(u' _) vs _). There is a 10.8_ reduction in this
correlation and the peak is narrowed a small amount due to the TAPPM.
Therefore, a relatively small change appears in the large-scale motions
(LSMs) st _ -- 51 as a result of the presence of the TAPPM in the
boundary layer. At about one 81oca 1 to the left of the peak the
correlation is closer to the zero value. This may be a sign of an
alteration of the flow in the valleys between the two consecutive LSMs
at this station. In Figure 3.61, from the same station, cross
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correlation of the signals, Ru,xv, 2 with a negative peak, shows almost
no change in the peak value (Ru'xv's/rms(u'x)rms(v'2) vs _). This
correlation, on the left-hand side of the peak, shows a minor positive
correlation in the manipulated case which could be an indication of the
manipulator ' s wake.
A correlation reduction of 9.4% occurred in the peak of Reynolds
stress signature (R(u,v,)x(u,v,) /rms((u'v')1)rms((u'v')2) vs _). This
reduction was of the same order as the normal and streamwise components
previously indicated. Figure 3.62 shows the correlations with positive
peaks.
In the rms normalized form at station C (5 = 51) results of
temporal correlations did not reveal significant changes. The decision
was made, therefore, to conduct the same analysis on the data obtained
at _ = 20, where the effect of the manipulator was expected to be more
pronounced. Using the same procedure applied to the data at _ = 51,
Figures 3.63 to 3.66 were obtained. Figure 3.63 indicates a 6.4_
reduction (neligible) in the peak of normal velocity correlations.
However. the streamwise fluctuating temporal correlations are
significantly changed. Figure 3.64 (Ruwlu,z/rms(u'x)rms(u'a) vs _)
indicates a 28_ decrease in peak value along with a 30_ narrower peak in
the manipulated than the regular boundary layer case.
The cross-correlation at this station (Ru'1 v'2/rms(u'x)rms(v' z) vs
• , at _ = 20) shows a 13_ reduction and a 25_e narrower peak (see Fisure
3.65). This effect is more pronounced in the Reynolds stress
correlation ((R(u,v,)x(uWv,),/rms((u'v')x)rms((u'v'),) vs _), shown in
Figure 3.66, which indicates a 48_ lower and 30_ narrower peak when
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comparedwith the regular boundary case.
3.4.2 Correlation of Fluctuating Components Normalized with
Freestream Velocity (U®)
Although the traditional normalization of space-time correlations,
based on rms fluctuations, showed the presence of some structural
changes in the manipulates boundary layers, it was not easy to observe a
clear picture of flow alterations due to the TAPPM. For an alternative
picture of the changes, that is not tied to the local value of the point
fluctuations, (the LSM ts age not) the aforementioned fluctuating
correlations were non-dtmensionalized with the freestream velocity (U.)
(which was _eld constant for all cases).
Results of the analyses on u', v', and u'v' will now be presented,
Figures 3.67 to 3.70 represent the results at _ = 51, while Figures 3.71
to 3.74 show similar results at _ = 20. Notice that all the peaks age
again shifted to the right of z = 0, as was the case in Section 3.4.1.
This was explained as the result of the fixed streamwise separation of
the x-wire arrays.
Figure 3.67 shows the correlation of vertical velocity components
(Rv,xv,a/U _ vs _) at .68 and .46. The subscripts used are the same as
those in the previous section (as explained above). There are no
significant differences in the temporal correlations at station C.
Figure 3.68 shows the correlation of streamwise fluctuations
(Ru,xn,a/U _ vs _) for both regular and manipulated boundary layers. A
small amount of correlation reduction is observed in the peak value
shown in Figure 3.68. In general, no significant change is indicated in
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that correlation. In Figure 3.69, at the same station,
/u;/U_ vs _) of the signals (Ru,lv, *cross-correlation (Ruo vW_
manipulated and regular with a neEative peaks, shows little change. For
Reynolds stresses, the only apparent difference in the correlations at
this station (_ = 51) are shown in Figure 3.70 with a 7.$% peak increase
and a 305 peak width increase. The average Reynolds stress correlation
farther outside the peak also stayed above the regular boundary layer.
Thus, the correlation functions, when normalized by the freestream
velocity at station C (_ = 51), again, showed no significant change.
Similar normalization was applied to the signatures at station A (_
= 20). Figures 3.71 to 3.74 display these results. Figure 3.71
(Rv_av,s/U _ vs _) shows a 48_ reduction in the peak correlation of
normal fluctuating velocities. A 605 reduction in the stremwise
correlation of u' signals (Figure 3.72, Ru,xuW /U _ vs _) was obtained.
This major difference was not so obvious in the rms normalized
correlations in the previous section. Cross-correlation results at this
station are shown in Figure 3.73 (R u,xv, z/U_ vs _). This figure shows a
$45 reduction in peak value and a similar reduction in width. It is
interesting to note that the correlation function is, for the most part,
very flat, at values • _ 0 for the manipulated boundary layer, in
comparison to the regular case which has a strong positive value for a
relatively long range of negative • values (-0.6 > _ > -2.0).
The most striking change in the entire correlation occurred in
Reynolds stress signatures (Figure 3.74, R(u,v, ) (u' vs _).I
major changes in these correlation results are an 84% reduction in
peak value
the
The
the
and a 97.25 reduction for the rest of the function. It is
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clearly evident that this result demonstrates the fact that there
dramatical ly
.88 and .46.
figures, one
is s
reduced correlation between the two Reynolds stresses at
In other words, in addition to the results in previous
might be convinced that u' and v' signals are decoupled
across this .28. These results need to be compared with those at _ = 51
to gain a sense of how fast the large scale motions have recovered from
the TAPPM. This will be further explored by conditionally sampling the
large-scale motions.
3.5 Conditionally Sampled Large-Scale Motions (LSMs)
Conditionally sampled measurments of the u t, v t, and uev * signals,
corresponding to the large-scale motions (LSMs), have been made and the
ensemble averaged signatures of the LSMs, for both regular and
manipulated boundary layers, have been constructed. The conditions
corresponded to those of Experiment II. Data were obtained by
simultaneous hot-wire anemometry and laser flow visualization at station
A (_ = 20). Because of the better visibility of the top x-wlre array in
the smoke filled turbulent boundary layer, the data from both p_obes
were sampled in sync with the signals of the top probe (which was
located st y=0.66). The lower x-wire array was located at .46 and was
.56 downstream of the top array. In order to find the upstream and the
downstream border of the signals, related to the averaged LSMs passing
by the probe (located at y=.46), a simple geometrical analysis on an
ideal LSM was performed. To this end, a sketch of the side view of a
LSM was plotted and, using the suggested 330 angle (Falco, 1974) of the
upstream side of an ideal large eady structure and the average
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convective velocity of a typical LSM at the probe position, the
approximate location of front and back of the averaged scales was
estimated. A sch_natic of the LSM used for the above procedure is shown
in Figure 3.75.
In order to determine the changes in the large eddy structuzes,
when the turbulent boundary layer was manipulated, the above mentioned
signals from both regular and manipulated layers were condltionally
sampled as explalned in Chapter 2. The sampled data were then scaled to
a unit length, averaged, and plotted. Data within the LSMs, and a few 6
upstream and downstream, were included in order to obtain information on
the flow in the "valleys", where the high speed sweeps originate (refer
to Falco, 1977 for further details of this technique). Only one
boundary of the valleys is scaled properly so the ensemble averaged
signatures of the valleys lose accuracy as we move away from the LSM
boundaries. The average large eddy in the turbulent boundary layer is
assumed to look, in a laser sheet slice perpendicular to the wall and
parallel to the flow, like the structure shown in Figure 3.75 (with the
flow moving from right to left). When viewing the ensemble averaged
signatures it is helpful to keep this picture in mind. The two vertical
axes in the middle portion of the signals represent the boundaries
(upstream = right side of the large eddies sampled in this experiment.
Therefore, the distance between these two vertical axes represents a
normalized streamwise length of the LSMs at the probe location. _'ne
signals outside these two lines indicate the average activity of the
flow upstream and downstream of the LSMs in this experiment. For each
signal the horizontal line with vertical Wticks' is the ensemble
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averaged value, the dashed line is the zero value of the signal, and the
line made of spaced dots represents one rms deviation from the ensemble
average of the regular boundary layer signature. For comparison,
signals of the top x-wire probe for both regular and manipulated
boundary layers are shown in the same figure. Although the velocity
scale of the large eddies should vroperly be the rms of the turbulent
energy spectrmn of the component studied, in equilibrium turbulent
boundary layer studies the velocity scale of the outer flow, Um and u_,
have both been argued to be appropriate scales. Because of the
non-equilibrium nature of the manipulated layer, the data have been
normalized using four velocity scales: u_o in Figures 3.76 and 3.77; Um
in Figures 3.78 and 3.79; rms u,v, and uv in Figures 3.80 and 3.81; and
U_n in Figures 3.82 and 3.83.
Regardless of the normalization used, some overall differences are
apparent. When the signals were normalized by their respective rms
values, they appeared similar to the comparisons with U_e. When the
signals normalized by the friction velocities U_n , they appeared similar
to those normalized by Uo,. Surveying the data within the eddies there
is, on the whole, a reduction of streamwise velocity defect, a reduction
of outward normal velocity, and a reduction of Reynolds stress at both
y/6 = .6 and .4 when the TAPPM is present. Upstream of the LSMs the
magnitude of the high speed fluid (in the valleys) is reduced and the
wallward normal motion is reduced. At y/8 = .6 the Reynolds stress
changes depend upon the normalization used but at y/8 = .4 the Reynolds
stress is generally reduced wit_ the TAPPM in place. Downstream of the
LSMs there is, on the whole, a higher magnitude of high speed fluid at
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y/6 = .6 but at y/6 = .4 the high speed fluid in the valley is no longer
present (with the TAPPM in place). The wallward motion and the Reynolds
stress are reduced at y/6 = .6 (again, dependent on the normalization
used), and are reduced even further at y/b =
changes are greater at y/b = .4 than at .6.
surprisingly large and reflect the fact that
.4. On the whole, the
The changes at y/6 = .4 are
the manipulators have a
somewhat stronger effect on the flow dynamics closer to the wall.
Finally, we observe that the distribution of _u'} and _v *} signatures
inside the LSMs show more symmetry in the manipulated layer.
3.6 Accu:acy
In this section a brief discussion of the maximum errors
from instrumentation and calculation will be presented.
resulting from the conditional sampling (670 samples in
technique have not been calculated. The errors due
however, are assumed to be small. This assumption is
resulting
Error s
each case)
to sampling,
based on a
comparison with similar results in regular boundary layers obtained by
Falco (1983) from his LSMs. It appears that Falco*s ensemble averaged
signals at v = .75_1oca 1 are consistent with the signatures obtained at
y : .681oca 1 in this experiment. It has been shown that the ensemble
averaged signatures in LSMs do not depend on RO over a range of 730 _ RO
3116. This was substantiated for RO : 2542 in the present experiment.
The A/D was tested with a 3.75-volt input with the output
3.75 + .002 volts, or ± .006_ in converted anemometer voltages.
error converts to 1.1% and .6% error in the streamwise and
velocity components respectively.
being
This
normal
The pressure transducer contributed a
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maximum of 1% error to the freestream velocity. The error of the A/D,
due to sampling rate, is about .01%, which is ueglisible. The error due
to the calibration curve (using the Collis and _illams parameters) were
.0025 in velocity. The sum of the above errors is at most 2.4 and 1.9
for the streamwise (u') and normal (v') velocity components
respectively. This amounts to a 2% error for components. Based on the
above error in u' and v e, the error in u'v' was estimated to be less
than 4%.
The error in local skin friction measurements, obtained fr_ the
slope of the mean velocity profiles at the wall, was calculated. The
error bars on the moat important factors which influence the measurement
of the slope of the mean velocity profile at the wall were detemined as
follows:
1) measurement of probe position resulted in a 3% change in Cfn
2) hot-wire wall effects for the insulating test wall showed up
only below y+ --" 2 (in excellent agreement with the work of Bhatia et al,
1982), and therefore did not affect the measurements in this experiment
3) the accuracy of the calibration, from day to day, of a burned-in
hot-wire resulted in • 1.5% changes in Cfn; temperatuze changes duzin8 a
run, + .2% (Cfn); and the accuracy of the curve fit, • .3% (Cfn). Thus,
the overall measurement accuracy of the wall slope technique is
estimated to be ± 3o5%. In an attempt to eliminate the effect of
changes in wire calibration in the Cfn calculation, a procedure was
devised in which a calibration was made when a profile were taken. The
wire was recalibrated after the profile data was taken. Minute changes
in the calibration constants were always noted. However, by oslng this
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procedure the overall error reduced by another 0.5% to --- +3% at the
expense of much time and effort.
/
/
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/
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C_APTER 4
DIS CUSSION
In Chapte_ 3 flow conditions and the consequences of manipulating
the outer layer flow structures in turbulent boundary layers were
presented. In this chapter these results will be examined and
interrelated in an attempt to Rain further insight into the manipulation
of the boundary layer and to understand the effect of the manipulation
on the physical mechanisms of the turbulence structures of the boundary
layer.
4.1 Effects of Plate Thickness, Free Stream Turbulence, and
Skin Friction Measurements on the Overall Picture of
Regular and Manipulated Boundary Layers
_'ne two major changes in Experiment II (freestream turbulence level
and thickness of the TAPPM plates) played an important role in changtns
the net drag reduction from zero, in Experiment I, to 10%, at _ _ 58.2
in Experiment lI. The lower turbulence intensity (refer to Figure 2.6)
is the key to the improved two-dimensionality of the turbulent boundary
layers (Bradshaw, 1965) which developed on the test wall (refer to
Figure 3.4). This, plus reduction in thickness of the plates suggested
by other investigators (Corke, 1981; Hefner etal., 1983; Anders et al.,
1984; Plesniak etal., 1984), resulted in the successful net drag
reduction mentioned above. We were not able to perform the additional
experiment needed to isolate the two parameters to determine which was
the major contributor to the improved situation. It does appear that
the momentum balance is reasonably accurate in the regular boundary
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layer case, because of the good agreement between the Cf obtained from
it and that obtained using the Clauser plot technique. This was true
for both Experiment I and Experiment II. Despite the relative crudeness
of our curve fitting (O vs.
curve fits only a few
Similar trends of local
relaxation were obtained
momentum balance.
x), we found that for a reasonable range of
percent variation in net drag was obtained.
skin friction reduction, overshoot_ and
by Anders et al. (1984) who also used a
Figure 4.1 shows a comparison of the streamwise variation of Cfe vs
fo_ several investigators. Clearly there is a lack of consistency in
skin drag results between different laboratories trying to reproduce the
same flow with the manipulators in place. These differences could be
due to the three-dimensional flow produced by the presence of the
manupulators while the momentum balance used in their calculations
assumes a two-dimensional flow. One may, therefore, speculate that,
when the TAPPM is in place, the manipulated boundary layer could develop
three-dimensional flow due to some very small irregularity (e.g., angle
of attack, spanwiso and/or streamwise ripples, burrs at
upstream/downstream edges of the plates) in the device which, in turn,
can cause a separation around it. The skin friction drag evolution for
similar flow conditions of several investigators has also been discussed
by Anders (1985). To determine if this hypothesis is correct, we could
examine the skin friction determined by a technique which is not
sensitive to three-dimensional effects. If there is consistency between
such measurements, and if they result in similar skin friction
reductions for the manipulators of different investigators, we will have
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determined that the effect on the surface is not sensitive to the
previously mentioned influences, and will only have to determine whether
the device d_ag is highly sensitive to irregularities of the device
itself or to low Reynolds n_.nber device separation effects. It is thus
necessary to examine and co, pare our results to the skin drag direct
measurements made with different independent techniques available today
(e.g., Westphal, 1985; Lemay et al., 1985; Mumford and Savill, 1984_
Lynn and Sreen/vasan, 1985). Our skin friction measurements obtained
from the mean velocity sradlents near the wall indicated a 30_ lower
local skin friction than that of the momentum balance in the regular
boundary layers. It could be argued that this is a consequence of the
wall heat t_ansfer effects on the probe measurements. However, the
ratio of manipulated to regular boundary layer measurements should not,
and, indeed, do not, show the presumed wall heat transfer effects. _e
change in Cfn is shown in Figure 4.2. For comparative purposes, results
obtained by other investigators are dlsplayed in the same figure. Note
that they were obtained through different measurement techniques: skin
friction interferometer (Westphal 1955), two different types of floating
point balances (Mumford end Sevlll 1984, Lemay et al 1984), sublayer
fence (Lynn and Sreenlvasan, 1985). The scatter is within 10_ and if
Lynn and Sreenivasan's data are removed (since their TAPPM was at an
angle of attack) it is even better. All the results indicate lower skin
drag in the manipulated boundary layers with maximum reductions near _ =
25 to 35, and s relatively rapid relaxation followed by a more gradual
one. This consistency suggests that it may be useful to reanalyze wind
tunnel TAPPM data based on local skin friction measurements. A
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preliminary attempt to do this is made below. In support of this point
of view, it is of interest to note that our spanwise Cf results, from
Preston tube measurements, indicated rather similar perce age
variations in their peaks (about their averages) for the manipulated
layer case. Thus, one suspects that the two-dimensionality of the flow
near the wall is preserved (at least in our experiments). These results
were not presented here because interpretation of their magnitude
depends on the 'universal' law of the wall constants which appear to
change at each streamwise station in the manipulated flows.
Of course, it may still be the case that the device drag for 'low
Reynolds n_mber' wind tunnel experiments is high due to low Reynolds
n_ber effects. However, the visualization results presented in Chapter
2, at very low chord Reynolds ur_bers (refer to Figure 2.18), did not
show separation (note, however, that the resolution of this technique is
not high enough to detect long, thin separation regions of thickness on
the order of a few thousandths of an inch). Momentum balances around
the devices for a range of parameters would be helpful in settling the
issue. These, combined with the local skin friction measureme:_ts made
downstream, could give net drag changes which would not be sensitive to
the develolment of three--dimensional try downstream of the de Jces.
Our examination of the overall structural changes in both t]_¢ inner
and wall regions showed the dramatic effects of the TAPPM on the inner
region. The mass transfer visualization experiment indicated that the
sublayer fluid moved 25% less into the outer layer region (redu_: _ from
÷
Y+Reg. = 240 to YMan. = 179, over a range of +3.380 around _ -_ 20).
Estimates of the change in bursting frequency, made by counting visually
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observed pockets at _ -- 51, indicated that the burst frequency in
absolute value was reduced. Furthermore, the sublayer thickness
increased from 15-205 (refer to Figure 3.40) over the entire downstream
region where changes were measured. The increase in sublayer thickness
was hypothesized by Corke (1981) but not supported by direct data.
Corke's estimate was that sublayer thickness increased by 17%. From the
present experimental results, it is now strongly evident, for the first
time, that the sublayer thickness in the manipulated boundary layers
does, indeed, increase (refer to Figures 3.40 and 3.41). Thus, although
there is a decrease in the normal outward velocity component, in the log
region, there is a corresponding increase in the thickness of the
sublayer. This is consistent with a picture of fewer bursts. Evidence
clearly shows that the nmnber of burst footpr,4nts (pockets) decreases.
Falco (1983) has demonstrated that increasing the local thickness
of the sublayer will result in fewer bursts, even if no change occurs in
the structure of the turbulence in the boundary layer up to the position
of sublayer increase. The thickened sublayer makes the interaction of
typical eddies with the sublayer significantly less chaotic (Falco
1983). This leads to reduced bursting, or weakened bursting, and hence
local skin friction reduction. Note that the thickened sublayer
persists beyond the point where the momentum balance shows the rapid
rise in skin friction, but, that the skin friction measured from the
wall slope remains lower in the manipulated layer over the range of
measurement, this is consistent with a thick sublayer.
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4.2 Large Eddy Characteristic Changes Associated with Drag
Reduction in Manipulated Boundary Layers
A comparison of ensemble averaged fluctuating components indicated
that distinct changes occurred in the LSMs when TAPPMs were present.
Temporal correlations at _ = 20 were significantly modified. Farther
downstream, at _ = 51, the correlations returned closer to their normal
turbulent boundary layer level. This indicates that the LSMs regained
most of their strength. Our measurements of the turbulent intensity
distribution showed a similar relaxation back to regular boundary layer
levels (see Figures 3.33 and 3.34). The downstream relaxation of
fluctuating components was also investigated by Guezenec et al. (1985).
Their results showed that at _ ffi 45 (close to station C in the present
experiment) u', v'0 and u'v' had a small amount of overrelaxatlon.
This, interestingly, supports the mean velocity and space-time
correlation results at _ -" 51. There is, however, a significant
difference in the net drag reduction and its relaxation farther
downstream. The IIT research team*s net drag results (in particular,
refer to Plesntako 1984), on the whole, did not show a sharp relaxation
to normal boundary layer values when the manipulators were present.
Although this is not the place to make a complete analysis, there were
many differences between the experiments, the most intriguing to us
being the very large spanwise increases in momentum thickness as an
observer moved away from the centerline. It is, therefore, tentatively
concluded, in accord with Hefner et al. (1983), that the resultant
relaxation disturbances become significant by about 40-80 boundary layer
thicknesses downstream of the manipulators. This conclusion refers to
the three-dimensional effects discussed earlier and suggests the
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I
development length needed before they become important.
A detailed study of the ensemble averaged signals in the LSMs
indicates a significant reduction in the sweeps at .46 at both their
upstream and downstream boundaries and a large reduction in the Reynolds
stress inside bulges at both heights (.4 and .66) when the TAPPK was in
place. Despite these largo signal changes, it is uot hypothesized that
the large scale motions lose their identity. Relative to the local
fluctuation velocities, the eddies retain most of their _u'_ and _v'_
signatezeso as do the valleys both upstream and downstream. It is true,
however, that they lose most of their Reynolds stress signature (see
Figures 3.80 and 3.81). Further work is needed to understand the
decouplin$ or dophaaing suggested by this result. Thus, characterizing
the TAPPM as a large eddy breakup device depends upon one's point of
view. If the reference point is the absolute change in the large eddies
due to the presence of a TAPPM, then we can certainly agree. But, if we
look at the large eddies as only one part of the turbulence energy
spectrum, then, relative to the reduced energy in the spectrum, the
large eddies have remained an approximately constant fraction. This
would not be true of the Reynolds stress spectrum. Considering the role
that the large eddies play in the production of turbulence in the
boundary layer, the maintenance of velocity defect and normal velocity
at its boundaries is the key (see Falco 1983). Thus, the reduction of
these, for the same overall length and velocity scales of the boundary
layer, means that we will have reduced turbulence production and we can
characterize the TAPPM as a large eddy intensity reduction device.
However, the fact that their intensity is reduced in proportion to the
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overall intensity
overall turbulence
reduction appears
overal 1 intensity.
reduction may simply suglest that a TAPPM is an
intensity reduction device. In any case, this
to go away by _ = 51, as does the reduction in the
Based on the sublayer flow visualization and the mass transport
experiment, in the region _ -- 20, the large-scale motion data, at _ -"
20, the space-time correlation data, at _ = 20 and 51, and the wall
event visualization at _ -- 51, and their correlation with the Cf data of
Figure 3.51 (which shows that both methods result in a sharp decrease in
Cf reduction by _-" 50) the followlus is concluded: a strong inhibition
in the interaction of the inner and outer layer flow structures is
created by the TAPPM and is the key mechanism responsible for the skin
friction drag reduction in manipulated boundary layers. The
deterioration of this condition is associated with the spread of the
TAPPM wake to the wall. This has been supported by the evidence that
the wake of the TAPPM maintains a strong coherence at _ = 20 (see Figure
3.55), but, by _ = 51, is distributed throughout the turbulent boundary
layer and reaches the wall. In other words, the relaxation of the skin
friction drag in the manipulated boundary layer to normal conditions by
about $0& o for TAPPMs at y/8 = .8 is essentially unavoidable, unless the
TAPPM is redesigned to generate a more coherent wake which will not
spread as rapidly. The rapid rise is noted in all of the local skin
friction measurements in Figure 4.2. It occurs at slightly different
positions because the position of the wake/wall interaction obviously
depends on the height of the TAPPM in the boundary layer.
The effects of the interaction of a turbulent wake with a laminar
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boundary layer have been described by Falco (1978). It was observed
that a stable laminar boundary layer could be destabilized, with the
formation of pockets c/early evident. These evolved and led to
transition of the layer. As mentioned earlier these pockets have also
been identified as key elements of the turbulence production process in
regular turbulent boundary layers. It appears that as the TAPPM wake
nears the wall it will have a similar effect on the sublayer by
increasing the wall interactions of the turbulent boundary layer. _hon
pockets were counted at _ = 51 and normalized by the local skin friction
velocity, based upon the momentum balance PTBU_e/_ was 21.7, a 27%
increase in the number of pockets over that in a regular boundary layer
was found. This strongly supports the above hypothesis.
4.3 Preliminary Attempt to Obtain Net Drag Reduction
Using the Wall Friction Velocity (U_n) Obtained by
Local Means Combined with a TAPPM Drag Estimate
We had enough data to attempt a crude drag estimate of our TAPPM
device for Experiment II and. thus, could combine this with estimates of
the drag on the wall obtained using the slope of the velocity profiles.
A 2_, net drag reduction was observed (the procedure is shown in
Appendix). Notice that a linear extrapolation was made to estimate @ at
the trailing edge of the second plate of the TAPPM and to calculate the
device drag. The resultant net drag from moment,n_ balance and the local
skin friction integration are shown in Figure 4.3. The difference
between momentum balance results and direct skin friction drag
measu_ ements plus device drag measurement, seems to support the
suggestion thst downst eem three-dlmenslonal ity develops in the
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manipulated boundary layer, thereby invalidating the applicability of
the two-dimensional mcmont;m balance. However, the results of this
section are subject to significant error due to the need to extrapolate
to positions not measured. The analysis was performed only in the
interest of completeness, but further investigation is needed in order
to answer the question.
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CHAFFER5
CONCLUSIONS
The results and conclusions presented in the previous chapters
address several interrelated subjects of this experimental
investigation. First, a flow facility was designed and constructed.
The objective was to come up with a wind tunnel capable of producing a
thick two-dtmenatonsl boundax 7 layer (up to 10") with low intensity
freestresm tuzbulence to be used for visualization, and high-quality
hot-wire measurements. Next, net dza$ reduction in the manipulated
boundax7 layers was obtained. This supported the onsoing research
activities of others in the field, yet revealed sharp skin drag
relaxation back to the umnantpulated case. Last, the detailed
investisation of structural changes, which were presented in the
space-time correlations and the conditionally ensemble averaged large
scale motions, were discussed.
The meier findings of the three phases of this experimental project
can be s_marized as follows:
1) A high-quality flow wind tunnel with a unique (no-contraction)
inlet, long enough to study the relaxation of manipulated
turbulent boundary layers, was constructed.
2) Two sets of very thin taudemly-arransed parallel plate
manipulators (TAPPMs), were used in an attempt to reproduce
the results of other net drag reduction investigations and to
study the downstream evolution of the d_ag changes. It was
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found that the thickness of the manipulator plates was of
importance to both the skin friction change and the device
cLraa. Also, the experiment with thinner plates (.003")
resulted in a 10% net drag reduction at 58.280 downstream of
the TAPPM, which relaxed back by 1008 o. In each of the two
separate experiments (I and II), a similar d_ag evolution was
obtained, although the thick plates (.03") did not reduce the
net dzag. The local skin friction coefficient (Cfe) was
reduced by 30-45% for up to 50-85b o downstream of the
manipulators in both experiments. The local skin friction
obtained from the mean velocity Kradient, near the wall, was
reduced by 10-20%, but did not show a sharp overrelaxation as
it did when calculated from the momentum balance. A 2% net
drag reduction was obtained from Cfn , taking the device drag
into consideration.
3) No separation of flow was detected (to within the order of a
few thousandths of an inch) over the manipulator plate
surfaces. A lamina_ boundary laye_ was developed on both
plates, which were parallel to the test wall in the
experiment s.
4) The Coles e constant in the "law of the wall 'e also underwent a
sequence of changes. It increased in the region of Cfo
reduction, then decreased, and finally relaxed back to the
normal value (B-- $.) after 906 o.
5) The "law of the wake" portion of the mean velocity profiles
also incurred some changes which were similar to the
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variations in the Coles' constant, B.
6) The sublayer thickness increased 15-20_ throushout the
length of the test wall for the manipulated layers.
7) At _ = 20:
a) The outward normal distance that the sublayer fluid
travelled into the logarithmic region decreased 30_ or 11.4_
around _ -_ 20, when it was nozmaltzed by u_o or U_n
re spo ct ivoly.
b) The dynamics of the large-scale motions changed, but they
did not lose their uniqueness in geometry nor the flow
patterns within. The Reynolds stress of the LSMs was reduced
si gnificantly.
c) The space-time correlations chansed at _ = 20, with
significant reductions in the Reynolds stress and the
streamwlse components of temporal correlations.
At _ = 50:
a) The large-edd_ motions regained most of their strength by
51& o downstream of the manipulators.
b) The burst frequency in the sublayez decreased by 38_ (in
absolute value). It increased by 27_ when nornsltzed by the
inner variables (p/p, u_o).
The structure of the boundary layer turbulence appears to have relaxed
back to unmanipulated values by _ = $0, and the TAPIr/ wake appears to
have spread across the boundary layer by this distance. These changes
correlate well with the skin friction relaxation measured by the two
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independent techniques in the same experiments.
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Figure 2.8 Schematic of the movable (modified) Preston t_be probe.
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Data Acquisition
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ALEX2
RUNTST
computer and A/D synchronization
collects u-wire and pressure trasducer calibration da_a
Data Reduction
CONVOL converts bits/mtllivolt to voltages
Data Analysis
CAL1WIRE
MULPLT
determines Collis and Williams parameters
plots calibration data for a visual check of the result
NEAN VELOCITY PROFILE PROGRAKS
Data Acquisition
ALEX2
RUNTST
computer and A/D synchronization
collects velocity profile data
Data Reduction
CONVOL converts bits/mollivolt to voltages (mean and fluctuations)
and merges with probe positions in one data file
Data Analysis in Batch Form:
CALANL command file for analysis and plotting programs
converts voltages to velocities and processes the velocity
profile for four plots
plots the output of V_PRO as follows:
1) mean velocity profile close to the wall in the sublayer
region (y vs U) for velocty slope estimation at the wall
2) y vs U of the entire velocity profile
3) Clauser plot to obtain CfC based on Coles "law of the
wall" parameters
VN_PR3 analyses the data and calculates the boundary layer velocity
profile parameters, non-dimensionalizes the velocity profile
based on two different estimations of the Wall shear stress
(dU/dy at wall (Czn), and Cf_ or de/dx), and finally stores
them with the rest of the Information in one master data file
MULPLT plots the output file of VI_PR3:
4) y/e vs u/u.
5) u + vs Y+ based on both u_e and _cc
6) (U. - U)/u_ vs y_c/Sd U-
7) Wake part of the velocity profile vs y/5
8) rms(u')/u_ vs y+, also for near wall re$ion
9) rms(u')/U_ vs y/e, also for near wall region
Figure 2.12 Velocity profile and calibration data acquisition, reduction,
and analysis program sequence
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CALIBRATION PROGRAMS
Data Acquisition
ALEX2
RUNTST
computer and A/D synchronization
collects twin-x-wire and pressure trasducer calibration data
Data Reduction
C0_NOL converts bits/millivolt to voltages
Data Analysi s
CALFIT
MULPLT
determines Collis and Williams parameters
plots calibration data for a visual check of the result
TWIN-X-WIRE PROBE PROGRAMS
Data Acquisition
ALEX2
RUNTST
computer and AID synchronization
collects twin-x-wire probe data
Data Reduction
CONVOL
CPCN
VEL4
TIMPLT
CORRELAT_
CORAVG
MULPLT
ENSMBL
NORMALIZE
converts bits/mollivolt to velocities
calculates the CP and CN parameters for the x-wires
calculates the Ions time record of fluctuating quantities
plots long time records of fluctuating quantities
computes space-time correlations of' fluctuating quantities
averages the space-time correlation out_ut files of CORRILAT_
plots the space-time correlations
selects, scales and averses the sepecnts of the
data records produced by VEL4 which tort:spend to
large eddies striking the twin-x-wire array probe
non-dimenstonaltzes the long records of data
Figure 2.13 Twin-x-wlre probe calibration, data acquisitLon, reduction,
and analysis prosram sequence
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AND'ISAHOT-WIRE
EMOMETERS
t coum:ERI
Ni
-_OSCILLOSCOPE]
[ PITOT UNE|
MKS I_ESSURE JTRANSDUCER
[
CUSTOM MADE
16 CHANNEL
AID CDNVERTI_
TSI ]VOLTMETER
[ PDP11123_ _-_16 BIT DISK
_T-11 SYS DRIVE
Arrangement of instruments used for hot-wire anem_etry and
simultaneous visual data acquisition.
BLO2 NO. 0
DISK DRIVE ,
RL02 NO. 1DISK DRIVE
TAPE DRIVE
PDP 11123RSX-11M SYSTEM
m,
VAX OOMPlYr_ [
VMS V4.0 OPERATINGJ
SYSTEM [
PRINTERPRINTRONIXI
Figure 2.14 Block diagram of data acquisition and processing system.
Figure  2 . 1 5  Smoke-wire flow v i s u a l i z a t i o n  w i t h  high-speed movie camera 
a t  x = 520” (13.2111); s t r a i g h t  s t r e a k l i n e s  ( t o p ) ;  wavy 
s t r e a k l i n e s  i n  t h e  freestream flow due to passage  o f  l a r g e  
s c a l e  mot ions .  
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Figure 3 . 5 8  Plan view of  smoke- f i l l ed  turbulent  sublayer  showing 
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Table 3.1 Mean boundary layer characteristics and vall-lay_r
statistical info_ation of visualization experiment at _ = 20.
B. L. Parameters Resulaz Manipulated
6 (IN) 4.16 4.17
e (IN) 0.4988 0.5550
H 1.4116 1.3594
2542 29910.0)3144 0.001914te
Cfn 0.002473 0.002125
Statistical Infornation of outward nornal travel (y+) of fluid
cozzespondins to the figure 3.56.
Mean (y+)
Std. Dev. (y+)
Skewness Factor
Flatness Factor
240.3 179.1
72.4 62.1
0.2525 0.$$17
2.9477 3.3372
DATA FOR EXPERIMINT NO. 2
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APPENDIX
Formulation of Direct Nat Skin Drag Calculation
In order to calculate the net skin drag ratio of manipulated to
regular turbulent boundary layers, th_ followin_ formulation was used:
When the manipluator was present in the boundar_ layer, the device drag
D (neglecting pressure drag) was obtained. Assumin a two-dimentional
incompressible flow, a control volume is drawn as sh_ n in the following
figure.
/ /
Using the control volume (surface) concept, one may write:
P
-|TwdX - D =Ja
o_t rent to?
where z w = Wall shear stress
p = air density
_x = streamwise component of ths velocity vector
= velocity vector
= normal unit vector.
Substituting for the velocity, rearra_ging and assumirg a unit width for
.the flow, one may simplify the above ,:quation to:
(1)
where _ is mass flux from the top surface of the control v lame and
=dA
Continlity equation is written as
ldy
191
192
or
(2) P'adY- _PnbdY"_top
0 0
Substitute (2) into (I) and rearrange:
D =- _oPUa(Um- ua)dY + _oPub(U®- ub)dY- _:wdX ($)
Define O = f (u/U m) [i - u/Um]dy and substitute into (2) to
device dragS. °
obtain the
(3)
b
D = pUms(Ob - O a) - _cJwdX
The net drag ratio (NDR) at any station aloha the test wall can be
calculated by substitlon of the wall shea_ stress (:w obtained f_om
slope of mean velocity profile near wall) into the followins equation:
(4)
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